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Beshear to give
Commonwealth
speech tonight
Staff Report
Gov. Steve Besheiu will deliver his State of the Commonwealth
address before a joint session of the House and
Senate tonight at 6 CST oiLKET4..-The speech will
also be available live online and archived at

AltIrri

WWW.ket.orgilegislature.

6 3,3

Following the governor's address on KET1,
Kentucky Tonight host Bill Goodman and guests
discuss the evening's proceedings. Scheduled
guests are Jennifer Moore, chair of the Kentucky
Democratic Party; Steve Robertson, chair of the
Republican Party of Kentucky; Bob Babbage, a
lobbyist, columnist and former Kentucky secretary
Beahear
of state and state auditor. and John David Dyche, a
lawyer, columnist and KET election night political observer.
Viewers with questions and comments can participate in the live
broadcast by telephone at 1-800-494-7605.
On Tuesday, Jan, 29,..KET will provide live coverage, online and
on KET I of the governor's budget address.
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Industrial park plans taking shape
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Development of a new industrial park continues to move forward and officials with the
Murray -Calloway County
Economic Development Corp.
are hoping it won't be long
before some interested business
prospects locate on the site.
EDC
President
Mark
Manning said
the board of
directors
is
close to purchasing
an
additional 25
acres to add to
the
existing
112- acre property so bulldozers
can
Manning
begin leveling
the ground for construction of a
boulevard-style entranceway.
The planned 137-acre expanse
will serve as the core for continued growth industrial growth in
the future.
The EDC has been approved
for $2 million in federal funding
to pay for development of the
site. Manning said, acquired
with assistance from U.S. Sen.
Mitch McConnell, R-Ky. He
pointed out that the board wants

By The Associated Press
major changes.
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Democrats claimed several
Still smarting from the partisan successes in their first year in
wars of 2007, Congress con- power, including raising the
fronts a sinking economy, a lin- minimum wage, boosting fuel
gering war and election-year mileage standards for cars and
politics as it gets back to work small trucks, increasing security
for the 2008 session.
at seaports and airports, reducThe Democratic-led House ing student loan interest rates
reconvenes Tuesday with the and requiring stricter mental
familiar scenario of having to health checks for gun purchases.
deal with a President Bush veto.
But the constant battles over
The White House objected to domestic spending and the
one provision in a massive Democrats' futile efforts to curdefense bill that opened the way tail U.S. military involvement in
for lawsuits against the Iraqi Iraq drove public approval ratgovernment.
ings of Congress to new lows.
The defense bill contains an
"We share the frustration of
additional pay raise for the mili- the American people and the
tary and Congress is expected to desire to bring about change,"
quickly fix the problem, either Senate Majority Leader Harry
with a veto override vote — that Reid, D-Nev., said, stressing
would probably fail — or by that progress in the new year
Image provided by Murray-Calloway EDC
removing the offending provi- "depends on whether Bush
This Young and Gantt concept design plan for Murray-Calloway County's new industrial park
sion.
Republicans in Congress will
includes plans for seven industrial lots with accompanying amenities such as a small park with
House Democrats are plan- choose to work with us or will
a pavilion, walking trails, a large pond with fountains and a boulevard-style gateway. The area
ning a vote the following week continue to work against us."
will be lined with wooded, natural areas serving aesthetic appeal as well as a natural buffer.
on overriding Bush's second
Republicans see it differentthe
property to be aesthetically and has the same kind of look that," he said.
veto of legislation to expand the ly. House Minority John
appealing as well as functional. that you would have at a nice
A preliminary design. which
federal child health insurance Boehrter, R-Ohio, said his party
"What we're shooting for is business park in Lexington or
program. The bill passed by a succeeded in 2007 in defining
something that is really upscale Louisville or something like •See Page 28
veto-proof margin in the Senate Democrats as big-government
but enough Republicans in the tax-and-spenders. He said the
House have stuck with Bush to GOP "will continue to oppose
stop an override there.
these job-killing policies, and
Such legislative exercises will press for reforms that will By GLENN TANNER
The 10-man crews took off from an air- there, and they taught them how to use the
had numerous precedents in encourage economic growth and The Pans Post-Intelligencer
field in Halls, known then as the Dyersburg super-secret Norden bombsight."
PARIS, Tenn. (AP) — More than 60 Army Air Base B-17 Training Facility, and
2007, when presidential vetoes prosperity."
Essentially a mechanical computer, the
— or veto threats — and
The Senate returns Jan. 22 to years ago. American bombers were roaring now the home of the Veterans' Museum. a Norden sight could compensate for airspeed
across the skies of West collection of artifacts from both World and trajectory, take control of the aircraft
Republican filibusters in the deal with a particularly divisive
Tennessee as their crews Wars.
and automatically drop the bombs when the
Senate blocked Democratic-protrained to fight the war in
With a wingspan of more than 100 feet aircraft was over the target.
posed legislation or forced •See Page 2B
Europe.
from tip to tip. the bombers bristled with
According to information from Altman
Today, a Henry County machine gun ports, and were known by their and the museum, the crews practiced highman is helping the military crews as "Flying Fortresses."
INDEX
altitude bombing missions over three ranges
locate and safely dispose
Altman has a more than casual familiari- in West Tennessee.
11$SKIM
of what could be about 250 ty with the planes, since his father and two
"One (in Lake County)is adjacent to and
14P
unexploded
practice uncles were each part of B-17 crews during runs up to the Mississippi (River)," Altman
bombs left behind after World War II.
38 Cissialees
said. "The other two are close to Dyersburg
those training missions.
He also has authored several papers on and close to Covington."
IA Cimmoill
Altman
For more than a year, World War 11 aircraft, including one on the
The Army Air Corps was drawn to train
AO
Cooks
Mike Altman of Paris has been helping the B-17, as part of his studies as a history in West Tennessee for a couple of reasons.
4A
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to locate the major at Murray State University.
Farman
"'The ground weather closely mirrored
practice bombs left behind by crews operat"You're looking at a time frame from what it was in England at that time," Altman
SA Obitsarin
ing out of a training base in Lauderdale 1942 to 1945.- Altman said. "They actually
18
Semis
County.
taught them how to fly the B-17 bombers

Paris man locating WWII relics in west Tenn.
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TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
Murray-Calloway EDC President Mark Manning stands where economic development officials plan to construct a tree-lined,
boulevard-style entranceway to the county's newest industrial park planned on U.S. 641 North. Officials will then market
the
site to new industries.
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II '08 Congress ...
From Front
issue, renewal of a six-month
law defining electronic surveiltame powers. The law is due to
expire Feb. I. The House passed
a version in November but it has
a veto threat hanging over it.
Reid has suggested extending
the existing law for a month.
The House will also hold
hearings its first week back on
the baseball steroid scandal. On
Jan. 28 Congress will host Bush
for his annual State of the Union
address. The White House will
mile its budget proposals in
early February and a stimulus
package to rescue the flagging
economy is 4 growing possibility.
' "I don't think you can just sit
and watch this econotny go into
a recession," said Sen. Byron
Dorgan, 1)-ND.. predicting that
economic matters. as well as
accessibility to health care, will
dominate this year.
Any legislative efforts this

Townerier

year will be in the shadow of
November's election.
"I'm a realist and I understand this IN a presidential and
congressional election year and
it will be hard to do some
things,- U.S. Chamber of
Commerce President and CEO
Thomas Dorathue said at a news
conference.
Nonetheless. Donohue said
he hoped that, after the collapse
of a major immigration bill in
2()07. Congress might take some
incremental action to address a
shortage of seasonal and technical workers.
Linda Fowler, a political science professor at Dartmouth
College, said Congress could
end up defying the low expectations for it this year.
"The Democrats need to
make a record to run on hut so
do the Republicans," she said.
"Sometimes Congress gets pretty productive in September and
October" before an election, she
said, recalling the 19% law
overhauling welfare programs.
Among other issues in 2008:
• Democrats, with no success in linking Iraq funding to
an end to U.S. military involvement, may take a more targeted
oversight approach this year.
The Senate could take up
House-passed legislation to

NOTICE
•Calloway County Fiscal
Court is scheduled to meet at
5 30 p.m. on Tuesday at
Weeks Community Center
On the agenda for the meeting is an update from the
Pennynle Narcotics Task
Force on anti-drug operations
in the county, consideration of
bids for surplus property
sales, the purchase of new
sheriff's department vehicles, From Front
public hearings concerning
the closure of Flood Drive and includes seven lots ranging in
Resort Road, approval of size from about 12 to 23 acres,
board appointments and two has been completed and will be
used as a guide however the
budget amendments
•Murray Calloway County exact layout of the park will be
Hospital Board of Trustees determined by industries that
Nominating Committee is locate on -site The layout
accepting resumes to be con- includes a large pond with
a
sidered for membership to the small park and pavilion
where
Board of Trustees Resumes
lunching workers may go onshould be turned in to
Administration at MCCH. 803 site, several wooded areas with
possible walking trail to the
Poplar
Street.
Murray.
south. streams running through
Kentucky 42071 All interestwooded areas and other amenied parties should have their
ties.
resume submitted no later
"We're going to keep a large
than Jan 21
Hospital Bylaws and a conflict of interest amount of wooded areas that
statement can also be packed
will not only serve aesthetic purup in Administration MCCH
poses, hut will also serse as natBoard members serve a four
ural harriers because we do ha c
year term and are appointed
by the City Council and Fiscal
Court For more information,
call Hazel Morton at 7621102
le To report a Town Crier From
Front
item, call 753-1916.
said. "Plus. it was an out-of-theway, remote place"
Altman said each bomb was
approsimately 36 inches in
length. weighing 1(1) pounds
A fully loaded 100-pound
bomb, like the ones the crews

extend U.S. chminal jurisdiction to contractors working in
Iraq.
•Both the House and Senate
have passed five-year. $286 billion farm and nutrition bills. The
two chambers now must wort
out a compromise acceptable to
the White House.
•The White House is pressing for renewal of the No Child
Left Behind law, but issues
remain over funding and flexibility.
II Congress approved a free
trade agreement with Peru last
year, but congressional action
on three other pending agreements, with Colombia, Panama
and South Korea, are uncertain.
Democrats want to see expansion of a program offering assistance to workers displaced by.
trade.
•Congress will also probably consider further steps to aid
those hit by the subprime mortgage crisis.
There's a full plate of leftovers from last year, including
renewal of the federal flood
insurance program, improving
consumer safety in the wake of
toy recalls, expanding hate
chines to cover gays, embryonic
stem cell research and dealing
with the alternative minimum
tax.

Family
attend
ing
Gerre
with
ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times
SIGHTS TO BEHOLD: Plenty of folks enjoyed looking at John Deere (above), International
Harvester and other tractors at Saturday's Jackson Purchase Antique Tractor Show at the Bill
Cherry Expo Center here.

Candidate filing deadline is Jan. 29
Special to the Ledger
Calloway County Clerk's Office is reminding
all candidates wanting to run for election in the
upcoming May primary that a filing deadline is
quickly approaching.

The deadline to appear on the ballot has been
set for 4 p.m. on Tuesday. JarL 29.
Those with questions are asked to contact the
clerk's office at 753-3923.

•Industrial park ...
a couple of creeks on the proper- trees, stumps, unneeded structy," Manning said. "We'll have a tures and other preparations can
small lake that will serve as kind begin.
of a natural water shed. It will
"We're going to purchase it.
look nice with maybe a fountain We've got options on it, but
or two to give it that 'business we're going to have to figure out
park feel' and it will also contin- exactly how we are going to
ue the natural park feel and will structure it," he said. "We don't
he used to collect the water run- know yet whether were going to
off.. you have to have stormwa- do it in 60 days or 90 days. but
ter retention."
we're going to purchase it."
The front of the acreage will
EDC
Board
Chairman
include a classic. Kentucky- Ronnie Gibson said it was
style brick gateway and fencing important that the area be develwith a tree-lined boulevard oped as much as possible before
entranceway that will run it is marketed because it will
through the center of the proper- improve its appeal to intetesied
ty.
industrial prospects.
Manning said he hopes to
"There is a certain amount of
secure the additional acreage infrastructure work that has to
soon so the bulldozing of land he done before you can even put
and removal of some of the it on the state's Web site and

marketed,"
Gibson said.
"Obviously
you have got to
have it far
enough along
whereby you
can recruit an
industry
Or
industries to
locate on the
Gibson
property. We
still have to do some land-leveling. some clearing and hopefully an entrance. We want to make
it attractive to the eye and attractive to any industry we're
recruiting."
Gibson said the park will
look something like the design
proposal, but that the actual layout will be determined as indus-

try begin to located on the site.
"That's really a wish list. It's
at least one concept that we've
got to work from, but it looks
very nice and we're going to do
something along that order. It
will be a first-class park," he
said.
Gibson said much of the utility access is already available to
the site or easily accessible
across U.S. 641 at the existing
industrial park.
However neither Gibson or
Manning can predict exactly
when the site will officially
open for business. "I wish I
could say exactly when we will
break ground, but we're just not
ready to do that right now,"
Manning said.

III WWII relics ...
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—There's not that much gunpowder, but there would be
enough in there that if you were
standing on it, it would explode
and it would kill you," Altman
said.
Altman said he's been
searching for the bombs on and
off for the past year as a civilian
adviser for the Army Corps of
Engineers.
"I only do it when I've got
the time." he said. "I'm living
hand to mouth as a student right
now."
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would later drop at German military and industrial targets,
could destroy a building the size
of The Posr-Inrelligencer's
offices.
On the other hand, the practice bombs were mostly filled
with sand, which exploded
upward on impact to show
where hits had been made.
With just enough explosive
to blow the sand charge upward,
the practice rounds aren't nearly
as dangerous as a live bomb, but
can still prove lethal.
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He said he became involved
after being contacted by former
college classmates.
Altman said he looks for the
bombs by walking the old
bombing ranges.
"If there are disturbances in
the ground. there's a good indication that that was a carpet
bombing run there." he said.
—The fact that there may be no
foliage in that area may mean
that the water may be tainted
there (from the bomb)."
Altman is learning some
things from the patterns of the
bombing he observes.
For example, although the
Not-den sight was for precision
bombing, he thinks many of the
tactics practiced by crews at
Dyersburg were carpet, or saturation, bombing.
"It looks like it was carpet
bombing techniques used in the
area, but we haven't been able
to prove or disprove that yet,"
he said.
And while Altman stressed

there are no practice bombs in
Henry County, he advises caution to anyone who finds a practice round at one of the known
locations starting with never trying to move the bomb themselves.
"If you were to find a bomb,
let the police come out and mark
it," he advised. "Try not to touch
it. They will notify the Corps of
Engineers."
Altman said the corps comes
in. usually at night, and safely
destroys the bomb.
"They don't blow them up,
they melt them.- he said.
"They've got a procedure that
they use."
Altman said it may take years
to find what is thought to be
around 250 unexploded practice
bombs.
"It's so hard right now
because there's so few people
who have experience in this," he
said. "I guess that's good for me
I guess that's why people keep
calling.-
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Suspect in slain Marine case may
have been spotted in Louisiana
N.C.
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Texas.
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A party turned
upside-down
Nobody ever tried to build a house by starting with the
roof and working down -- it can't be done. You have to
start from the bottom up.
The same thing is true about budding a political pany.
You have to stan at the grass roots and
work your way up to the national level,
going from precincts, to counties, to states
and all the way up to the national level.
Without a large body of workers at the
local level, a political party would be like
an army with only generals and no privates.
This is just plain common sense, but it
stems to have escaped the notice of the
Making Republican Party, a vast organization with
lots of generals and colonels and damned
Sense
By Michael
few privates. Nobody has focused on buildReagan
ing the Republican Party since Ronald ReaSyndicated
gan took on the job. My dad won the
Columnist
presidency because he worked to build the
party from the ground up from 1976 to 191a0.
He went out there and he supported local congressional
and senatorial candidates, and many other Republicans at the
local and state level. Electing them required an army of
workers at the grass roots, and through his efforts in many
states where the Republican Party had been all but absent at
the local level the party now had a grassroots organization
capable of spreading the GOP gospel and getting out the
vote on Election Day
As a result, when he decided to make a second try at
winning the White House in 1980, he had a huge core
group of supporters in place at the grass roots ready to help
hint.
The point is my dad went out and did the hard work
required to build a winning organization, which became such
a key pan of the Reagan revolution because it was at the
level where the majonty of Americans live.
Today — especially after the debacle of 2006 when the
Democrat% took control of both houses of Congress — the
GOP is in shambles. The great coalition my dad built is history, and in sast areas of the country the GOP exists at the
local level in name only.
Ask yourself just how many of the current crop of
Republican presidential candidates basc spent the last four.
six or eight years working out there in the states helping to
elect Republican congressional candidates and local and state
officials and in the process helping to rebuild the at the
grass roots''
flow many hase followed the example Richard Nixon set
after his defeat in the 1960 presidential election and in his
later campaign to win the California governorship." Instead of
retinng to.S..7altfonna and licking his wounds, he spent the
next six years tirelessly cnsscrossing the country working to
elect Republican congressional and state and local candidates
and as a result. by 1968 he had a vast network of GOP
grass-roots organizations that helped elect him and other
GOP candidates.
That's the kind of work you have to do to create a
national political party. but it has been sadly lacking in
recent years. It needs to go on not just in election years.
but in between elections. It's a full-time lob
Where the liberal Rockefeller wing of the party consists
of kingmakers operating from behind the throne, the Reagan
wing of the party has always lived and thrised at the grass
roots, where the real Amencans Iise
What this party is lacking right now is that sturdy grassroots movement which is the mechanism that wins presidential and congressional eleations Here where I live in Cidif(W111a. you'd have to put out an All-Points Bulletin to find the
Republican Party at the grass roots. That's why the Democrats all but own the state, lock, stock and barrel.
When the Rockefeller-wing philosophy prevails. the GOP
loses. When the Reagan wing is in control, we Wm. We
don't need kingmakers We need workers. Until we get them
we'll he the minority party
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MIDEAST
PEACE
TALKS

Race taking center stage
With nomination contests
in lily-white Iowa and New
Hampshire settled, minority
voting power now moves
into the spotlight.
Historical realities suggest
that blacks and Hispanics
won't play much of a role
in determining the Republican Party presidential nominee. But this year's Democratic primary and caucus
schedule was designed
specifically to give increased
influence to minonties. particularly Latinos.
Voters in both groups are
energized: Blacks by the
early successes of Illinois
Sen. Barack Marna. Latinos
by the intense, sometimes
xenophobic debate over
immigration. But it's far
front clear how those influences will play off each
other.
Nevada's caucuses on Jan.
19 will give an carly showcase of Hispanic voting.
However, observers say the
true impact of Latino influence might not be felt until
the general election, notably
in Western states like Colorado. New Mexico and
Nevada -- places where
George Bush's margin of
victory in 2004 was razorthin.
When South Carolina
Democrats hold their primary
on Jan. 26
the state GOP
contest is Jan. 19 — the
choices of substantial numbers of black voters will be
tallied for the first time in
_this election.
()barna's stunning victory
over Hillary Rodharn Clinton
in the Iowa caucuses and
strong second in New Hampshire's primary showed he
could win white votes. But
some say the South Carolina
contest offers a new test of
his viability: Can he energize
black voters in places where
their numbers could help him
win in November?
Race has played a key
role in American politics for
as long as there have been
Democrats and Republicans.
Fred Garrett, a black
South ('arolinian, recalls how
his parent's voted Republican, the party of Lincoln,
before the Great Depression.
But when Franklin Roosevelt
offered a New Deal, they
took it and shifted their loyalties to the Democrats. Most
blacks who overcame social
and legal harriers to voting
cast their ballots the same
way.
By some measurements.
Garrett
an evangelical,
churchgoing. anti-abortion
'octal conservative with a
successful mortuary business
in the GOP stronghold of
Greens tIle -- would make a
natural Republican But he
says the GOP left him and
his black brethren "by the
wayside long ago, and he
doesn't see any evidence that
that will change anytime
soon.
"I never have voted
Republican nationally." says
Ciartett. 81, whose firm ballot
was for 1:1)11 as a Navy
enlisted nun toward the end
of World War II. "I started

POLITICS TODAY
By ALLEN G. BREED
to vote for Eisenhower one
time. but I didn't."
In 1956, Republican
Dwight D. Eisenhower was
able to gamer 39 percent of
the black vote, notes Donald
Bositis, a senior research
associate for the Joint Center
for Political and Economic
Studies, a black think tank
in Washington, D.C.
But with the rise of
newly converted Republicans
like Sen. Strom Thurmond
and their efforts to thwart
civil rights legislation, the
GOP could manage only 6
percent of the black vote in
1964.
"And that's when the
change was over," says BosiI's.
The historical association
between the Democrats and
the working class, coupled
with the election of John F.
Kennedy as the first Roman
Catholic president. accounts
for the Lanni) affiliation with
that party — Florida Cubans
being the great exception.
Democratic candidate Bill
Richardson, who cited JFK
as one of his inspirations.
showcased his Hispanic roots
before he pulled out of the
race Thursday.
"The vast majoriay of Hispanics were, are and remain
working class." says Gary
M. Segura. an associate professor of Amenc:an politics at
the University of Washington.
"And so. not surprisingly,
that means that they have
economic interests which are
historically more coincident
with the Democratic Party
than with the Republican
Party."
According to the Pew
Research Center, Hispanics
are twice as likely to identify themselves as Democrat
than Republican. For blacks,
it's 10 1/2 times.
"There is in the United
States a racial tone to the
political parties," says
Bernard N. Grofman. director
of the Center for the Study
of Democracy at the University of California, Irvine. It's
something "that nobody
wants to talk about very
much, because in some ways
it's really very, very embarrassing."
Both minority groups lag
behind whites in voter registration. The latest census figures indicate that while 71
percent of voting-eligible
whites are registered. the rate
drops to 61 percent among
blacks and 54 percent for
Lins
at:
The consentional wisdom
has been that as the nation's
population moves toward a
minority majority. its political
complexion will become
more Democratic. Or, as
Grofman puts it. the "browning of America will result in
the bluing."
But in studying the South.
Grofman — author of the
voting-nghts history "Quiet
Revolution in the South" -

pass by, said on immigration,
his party and its messengers
were guilty of "Hate, to the
core."
"They see us as just taking from the system," he
said. "But the reality is,
even the illegals, they do put
in more then they take out."
If Obama wins the Democratic nomination, Segura and
others wonder what effect
"black-brown competition"
will have on the Latino vote
this fall. Segura agrees with
Grofman that it's dangerous
to assume the two groups
will complement each other
at the ballot box.
"It's not clear that there
would be a lot of enthusiasm for an African-American
from a Latino electorate," he
says.
Vanderbilt University Law
School professor Carol M.
Swain, author of "Black
Faces, Black Interests," is
one African-American who
won't be voting for Obama
— nor, likely, for any
Democrat. She says none of the party's candidates has
articulated a position "that
really takes into consideration
the harm that's being done
to working-class Americans"
by competition from illegal
immigrants.
She doesn't feel "that
shared race is a strong
enough position to support a
candidate."
But experts say many
black voters may take the
opposite tack when they cast
ballots in South Carolina,
where blacks make up about
half of the Democratic electorate.
Donald Aiesi, a political
science professor at Furman
University in Greenville,
S.C., thinks turnout in the
party primary there will be
4-to-I black.
And he predicts that "the
race pull" will be strong —
even though. he adds, "I
don't think anybody's going
to talk to a pollster or anybody else and say, 'Well,
with me it's ultimately the
idea that my son or daughter
could be elected."
Not all black voters agree.
John H. Corbin. Garrett's
pastor at the Springfield
Baptist Church. doesn't see
it that way. Iowa notwithstanding, he's leaning toward
Clinton — partly because
former President Bill Clinton
was so good to blacks, but
mostly because he thinks the
New York senator can win
in November. "Many of us
are tired of being on the
losing side."
Garrett, the mortician, says
it's time to try something
really new, and that's looking more and more like
Obama,
"He's saying the things I
want to hear," Garrett says.
"I know he won't carry
through all of them, but
he'll carry through some of
them. And it will be benefi- •
cial to our people."

found a correlation between
the percentage of a state's
black voting population and
increases in white support
for Republican candidates.
Grofman notes there have
been small but measurable
Latino shifts toward the GOP
as Hispanic homeownership
rates, conversions to evangelical Protestantism and generational distance from immigration increase. And since
many Latinos identify racially as white, he says we may
see a "mimicking" of the
electoral "white flight" from
the Democratic Party he
identified in the South.
A Hispanic-black divide is
already showing in the nomination battle.
A California poll by the
Field Research Corp. found
Clinton's lead over Obama
had dropped from 25, percentage points in October to
just 14 points late last
month. However, the same
survey gave Clinton a 20point lead among Latinos,
who comprise 14 percent of
voters there.
Segura's polling in Nevada
showed heavy support for
Clinton among likely Latino
voters there. too.
In 2004, George Bush
reached out to Hispanic voters and got a GOP-record 44
percent of the Latino vote
by some exit poll estimates,
But he won Nevada by
around 20,0130 votes, and the
Democrats have been registering Latinos there by the
thousands.
The first two Fridays of
each month. the Democratic
party sets up voter-registration tables outside the federal
court chamber in Las Vegas
where new citizens are
sworn in.
"We average about a hundred every Friday." says
Andres Ramirez, Latino outreach coordinator for the
state party. "From time to
time, we'll get a thousand a
week."
Latino registration rates in
the state have risen from
just 4 percent in 1996 to
more than 10 percent. Given
the "very anti-immigrant"
stances taken by the state
GOP, which adopted an English-only platform that would
deny citizenship to U.S.-born
children of illegals. Ramirez
is confident that most of
those political newcomers
will be voting Democratic.
Albert Ambiz, a naturalized citizen born in Guadalajara. Mexico, is registered
Republican. But this week,
as he watched Clinton canvass his heavily Hispanic
neighborhood on Las Vegas'
East Side, he said though he
was still leaning Republican,
he wasn't sure which party
he would caucus with on the
19th.
The 38-year-old electrical
foreman, stepping off the
EDITOR'S ii077.: Kathleen
sidewalk to let Clinton and a Hennessey in AP's Las Vegas
pursuing pack of reporters
bureau corttributed to this
rrport.
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Second of four children found dead

Obituaries
Prentice Wilson Beaman
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Murray Woman's Club donates collections of art
By MARTHA CRAFTON
KFVVC district governor
For several years. the Murray Woman's Club has been
involved in the collection of
articles for the veterans and
servicemen who are undergoing treatment at the Veteran's
Hospital in Nashville. Tenn.
This year was no exception.
The membership put forth their
best effort toward the project
by providing items suggested
by the hospital personnel. Club
members were told that our
gift might be the only gift that
some patients might receive
for the Christmas holiday and
that their need was really white
socks for the cold weather,
games, books and puzzles for
entertainment.
Thc Murray club members
went to work and during the
months of October and Novem-

ber, the generosity of each memher was exceptional. Boxes and
bags of needed items were
brought to each department
meeting and were collected and
assembled in preparation for
delivery to the hospital on Dec.
4. One of our goals was to
provide at least two pairs of
socks and two books per patient.
An overwhelming response
provided 475+ pairs of white
socks. 750+ books, 100+ jigsaw puzzles and book puzzles,
20+ decks of playing cards,
10 pairs of underwear and 97+
magazines, glue and 2 group
games.
We received an added feature this year with the generosity of one department providing Christmas Cards with
all the trimmings. A box approximately 20"x 24"x 6" was
stuffed full of new cards with

Purchase Area Master Clothing
Volunteer schedules lesson
Purchase Area Master Clothing Volunto
teers will hold its first class on "How
Make A Fat Quarter Jacket" on Thurs
p.m.
12:30
to
a.m.
9:30
from
24,
day, Jan.
at the Marshall County Extension office,
Benton.
This jacket is featured in the 2007 Gifts
From the Heart book. Fat quarters are
precut fabric pieces that typically measure
18 by 22 inches. A registration fee will be
payable at the door. For more informaJo's
call the Calloway County Estensiow
Datebook tion,
at 753-1452 to register and receive
office
By Jo Burkeen
list.
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"

late 20th
rians told a darker story, himmg at alcoholism and drug
abuse.
In his program, Christen sorts
through the evidence to draw
a more complete and accurate
portrait of the woman, placing
her within the social setting
of the era. The group will learn
about mid-nineteenth century
theater and gender roles in the
Wild West, featunng a cast ranging from impresario P. T. Barnum to future president James
Garfield.
Christen is a retired automotive engineer who has spent
the last 25 years engaged in
research about the social and
material culture of the 19th
century. He is the publisher of

whet, I•erdinand Sanniento,
wrote, *The deeds of the Stout
of the Cumberland will live
as long as American hearts
beat' She was, according to
histonan Elizabeth Leonard, one
of the "five women who became
hest known both during and
atter thc Civil War- as spies.
Yet, for all her renown, Cushman's life story has remained
a blend of fact and legend
until now.
In contemporary descriptions, she was *the Heroine of
the People' who combined "all
the daring of the soldier with
the tendeniess and modesty of
the woman." By the early 20th
century. she became the stuff
of fiction, both in the movies
and, later. television In the
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Primelife of Murray-Calloway. County Hospital has a
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ladiesof thelsiks
The Ladies of the Oaks
Country Club will play bridge

on Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. at
the club house
Brenda Parker will be hostess and ladies are asked to
call her at 759-1009 to sign
up for play on Wednesday.

SCHEDULE GOOD THRu JAN moviesinmurray.com
First Sunday

Winners of bridge play on
Jan. 9 were Melonie Lowe.
first place, and Sue Veazey,
second place, according to
Lowe, hostess.
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Murray Chapter of TOPS, #6I6
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,
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to 10 a.m. at First
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ray. Visitors are welcome. For more information
25.
227-46
or
753-9080

discuss the trip. Deposits are
due by Thursday.
For more information call
Ethelyn Loberger, Primelife
coordinator at 767-2190.

In 30 minutes, Peggy made
her husband look twice.
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TOPS Chapter will meet
will

nal for enactors and interpreters
of the 1850 to 1875 time period. It is a non-profit, historical preservation organization
that also publishes monographs
on social and material culture.
For the last 13 years. Pauline
Cushman has been the primary
focus of that interest -bringing her story to life once again
by uncovering new pnmary
source material. In the course
of his work on the book. Christen and his wife, Glenna Jo.
visited many of the scenes
where Pauline's story unfolded. They live in Warren, Mich.,
amidst a collection of ninephotographs,
teenth-century
clothing and ephemera.

top.
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CLARKSVILLE. Tenn. —
The Clarksville Civil War
Roundtable will be Wednesday
at 7 p.m. in the cafe of Borders Books store in Governor's
Square Mall. This is located
on Wilma Rudolph Highway
(US 79) just south of Exit 4
off 1-24 in Clarksville. Tenn.
The meeting is always open
to interested persons and you
do not need to be an expert
to attend.
Bill Christen, author and
historian of Warren, Mich., will
present a program on "Pauline
Cushman: Spy of the Cumberland," which is based on his
recent book.
Pauline Cushman. said P T.
Barnum. was the "greatest heroine of the age.' An early biog-
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Narcotics Anonymous will meet each
MurTuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St.,
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ray. next to St. John's Episcopal Church. For information
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1-877or
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753-8

Support group will meetwill

meet tonight at 7.
Death of a Parent Support Group
have
lost one or both
who
people
for
group
t
suppor
a
is
This
parents due to death and to help each other through the hard
times. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129.

today
Relay For Life meetings
ns will meet today

at 5:45
Relay for Life 2008 Team Captai
at the Weaks Community Center. Team captains' packets are
for
ready with all the information to get a team organized
at 5:30 p.m.
2008. Relay 101 for new team captains will be
today. Team registration fees of $150 will be accepted and
teams will choose campsites in the order the registration fees
are paid. Relay for Life will return to Murray State University Stewart Stadium on Friday. May 2. For more information
contact Relay Chair Tracy McKinney at 753-3500 or e-mail
mckinneyemurray-ky.net
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CANDIDATE BELIEVED TO BE FROM NORTHERN ARIZONA UNIVERSITY
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
Murray State University has
announced an II a.m. press conference today to name a new offensive
coordinator for the Racer football
team.
• Mickey Fein, former MSU coordinator, was released shortly after
the season ended in
November and his
replacement, which is
believed to be from
Northern Arizona University, is expected to
be announced today.
Keeth Matheny, who
just completed his sec-

ond season as the offensive coordinator, quarterbacks and wide receivers
coach at NAU is expected to be
introduced to the media for at least
a half hour today in the Racer Room
on the first floor of Roy Stewart
Stadium.
Fein was let go by the university following the team's 23-17 loss
to Austin Peay in the season finale.
Fein led a league-leading Racer
offense, which finished seventh in
scoring. Prior to its game with Austin
Peay, MSU had the 20th most passing yards in the FCS at 256.3 a
game. The catalyst for that passing
attack was Jeff Ehrhardt, who, under
Fein's tutelage, ranked 16th nation-

a.m.
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MOREHEAD,JSU,TENNESSEE TECH,
EKU PICK UP WEEKEND WINS
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at 7
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t there
friend.

ally in yards a game and was the
second-rated freshman quarterback in
the nation in terms of completions,
yards and touchdowns behind Elon's
Scott Riddle.
While an offensive coordinator for
the Lumberjacks, Matheny had one
of the league's top rushers in Alex
Henderson this past season and recorded one of the top offensive seasons
in school history in 2006, when

01110 VALLEY CONFERENCE

Governors weather
SEMO comeback
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PRESS CONFERENCE
Murray SW)University announced the Nang at
the MAW Mame new ollenelye coordinator, one
hew paM the print deadline tor the Moray
Ledger& The..Monday Please see Tuesday's
paper tor the complete stay

CLARKSVILLE.Term.(AP)
- Fernandez Lockett scored 23
and grabbed 13 rebounds to
lead Austin Peay to a 85-82
win over Southeast Missouri
on Saturday night.
Drake Reed also added 23
points for Austin Peay (11-7,
7-1 Ohio Valley), which led
by as much as 15 points in
the first half.
But soon into the second half,
Southeast Missouri (11-7, 6-2)
started a 13-to-2 run at 15:56
that gave them the lead 6059. Will Bogan led Southeast
Missouri with 17 points and
Jaycen Herring and Marcus
Rhodes added 13 points each.
Austin Peay battled back in
the final minutes with solid 3point shooting, including two
by Wes Channels, who finNhed with 14 points for the
game.
MOREHEAD STATE 81,
UT MARTIN 79
: MARTIN, Tenn. - A lay-up
by Leon Buchanan with less
than two seconds remaining
gave the Morehead State men

Matheny tutored quarterback Jason
A native of Pensacola, Fla., MathMurrietta to a stellar senior season eny received his bachelor's degree
highlighted by a runner up finish in psychology with a concentration
for the Walter Payton Award, All- in sport psychology/performance
America honors and his second Big enhancement from the University of
Sky Conference Offensive Player of Florida in 1993. While at FlOtiga
the Year award.
he also served as a student assistani
Henderson rushed for 900-plus coach for the Gators under $invii
yards this season and NAU (6-5) as Spurrier. Matheny earned his masa team rushed for 2,546 yards. The ter's degree in exercise and sporf
team also passed for 2,025 yards, science/psychology of performance
going 190-338-9. The lumberjacks from the University of Arizona in
averaged six yards a pass, 10.7 yards 1996.
a catch and 184.1 yards a game.
Matheny has been a sport psyNAU finished the season with chology lecturer and camp coach at
over 4,500 yards in total offense, Arizona and Florida and has authored
scoring 322 points and giving up several articles for American Foot305.
ball Monthly and AFCA Extra Point.

RACER HOOPS

an 81-79 Ohio Valley Conference win over UT Martin in
a nationally televised game
(ESPNU) Saturday afternoon
at the Elam Center in Martin.
MSU, now 6-9 overall and
4-4 in the OVC, picked up its
first road win of the season.
Maze Stallworth led the Eagles
with 20 points. Buchanan had
18 points and a game-high 10
rebounds. Jamyron Steward
scored 16 points, and Kenneth
Faried had 14 points and nine
rebounds.
UT Martin, 8-10 overall and
4-4 in the league, was led by
Lester Hudson, the second leading scorer in the nation coming into the game. Hudson
scored 32 points, making fiveof-10 three-pointers. Marquis
Weddle scored 24 points, and
Gerald Robinson added 18
points.
MSU led by 11 points, 7564, with 3:37 left to play in
the game when Hudson ignited a I5-to-4 Skyhawk run that
tied the game. 79-79, with nine
See OVC,28
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Fernandez Lockett slams down a dunk in Austin Peay's
Saturday night victory over SEMO. Lockett scored 23 to lead
the Govs, who claimed sole possession of first place.
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Racers go for four

Lexington
MSU WELCOMES NON-CONFERENCE TITANS INTO RSEC
Christian Academy
put on probation
KHSAA SAYS SCHOOL

'ght at 7.
or both
the hard
753-7129

Murray State junior Tyler Holloway puts up this runner in the lane against Austin Peay last Thursday night at the
Regional Special Events Center. Holloway is averaging 10.5 points per game and is helping the Racers on a threegame winning streak.

GAVE STUDENTS IMPROPER
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky High School
Athletic Association has fined
• xington Christian Academy.
yang school officials gave
thletes improper financial
sistance.
The school was also placed
a one-year probation.
• The
academy's lawyer,
gg Thornton. says the school
already paid the S13.(X)0
and wont appeal the rul-

ing.
He says the cost of appealing isn't a good use of school
resources and a bylaws change
by the KHSAA will clanfy
who can contribute financial
aid to students.
The decision also requires
students to repay the full amount
they received for this school
year from Imani Baptist Church,
a private foundation or any other
unapproved funding source.

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
It had the makings of being
miserable, but so far, 2008 has
been great for the Racer basketball team.
After a mild hiccup against
the nation's worst-ranked team
in Eastern Illinois on Jan. 3,
where Murray State fell 83-80
in overtime. the Racers rebounded quickly and have not looked
back.
Starting with a Jan. 5 win
against Tennessee State (9288), the Racers have won three
straight, two of which came
against the best in the Ohio
Valley Conference.
Murray State walked into
Cape Girardeau last Monday
and clobbered Southeast Missouri State 79-51. The Redhawks were undefeated in Valley play before suffering its
worst loss ever in the Show

Me Center.
The Racers wrapped up the
week with a resounding and
impressive 82-70 win over
league-leading Austin Peay on
Thursday, finishing up a trip
that started in December of
five games in 13 days.
With Murray State University classes resuming Monday,
the Racers closed out the weekend, getting some rest and
relaxation and that came down
from head coach Billy Kennedy.
"We(had)an academic meeting Sunday night," Kennedy
said. "We practiced a little on
Saturday, but most of the time
was spent watching film,
weights, not a whole lot of
anything else."
Before the Racers resume
OVC play Saturday at UT Martin, MSU will welcome Ir diana-South Bend to the Regit nal Special Events Center Tues-

day night for a 7 p.m. tip.
lege basketball.
The Titans, who play out
Carter had 22 points Monof the NAIA's Chicagoland Col- day at SEMO and capped it
legiate Athletic Conference are off with a 26-point showing
currently 13-8 and are riding Thursday night at home against
a three-game win streak that Austin Peay.
started with a 65-52 victory at
"I think there is a lot of
Purdue University Calumet and truth to that," agreed Kennedy
has extended with wins over on the assessment that Carter
McKendree University (93-91) has realized his season is quickand Brescia University (81-68). ly coming to a conclusion.
The team, which consists of
"But despite his numbers,
15 players on the roster, includes what he has been for us all
11 guards and two forwards. year is a leader and has done
Two play as guard/forward com- so with great effort. Sometimes
bos. The Titans have nine fresh- it takes junior college guys a
men and three sophomores. year or so to adjust and I think
They have just just two jun- Bruce is finally starting to
iors and only one senior.
See RACERS,28
Part of the success for the
Coming Up
Racers in the recent week has
Murray State vs.
been the stellar play of senior
ladisaa-Sosta Bead
guard Bruce Carter, whose
When: Tuesday. 7 p m
proverbial light bulb has gone
Reocede: MEW 11-5 (5-3), 138 13-8
off in his head, realizing this Late lassans: This is to Oral erne ttw
*lack how, VAN ployed.
is his last go-round with col- two
Radio: Froggy 103 7
FM.
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Brady flirts with NFL version of a perfect game

OCOEIEDCIADD
„ Payin
g too much for

By JIM LITKE
AP Sports Columnist

,
au

l'OXBOROUGH. MANS. IAP1
Ibis is
how terrific Torn Brady is: He was pitching the NFL equivalent of a perfect
game
iv.° minutes into the third quarter,
and no
ale on the New England sideline
even

Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355 • i 702 IIWY 121 N. BYPASS• MURRAY.KY

"I didn't really realize it." Pats tackle
Man Light said after New England's 31-20
ictory sent Jacksonville home Saturday
night. "Somehow, though, its not surprising to find out. I don't know. Maybe we
lust kind of expect it."

KFeeturray.com
e-mati, stuart_alexonder • ketbins•com

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

On the Patriots' opening drive. Brady
attempted five passes against Jacksonville's
defense and completed them all, finishing
with
1-yard bullet to Benjamin Watson.
On the second drive, he tried five and
hit
them all, letting Laurence Marone)
, run it
oyeT trom

I yard out. By halftime, Brady
was 12-for- I 2.
If this were a baseball game, or if foot-

ball players were half as superstitious a.s
the boys of summer, coach Bill Belichick
would have sent Brady to a comer of
the
bench where no one was allowed to go
near him, let alone touch him.
"That's because there's way too much

against Jacksonville Saturday in Foxboro
ugh, Mass.

time in baseball sitting around doing nothing:. Pats guard Logan Mankins said. "You
can't do that in football. Besides, nothing

-Those guys. when they're open like that.
it's my job to hit them.'' Brady said. "They
were open every time.

CHARLES KRUPA / AP
New

was different about tonight. Tom's walking
around barking insulations at us the whole

the defense

is on the field, just like

"But you know what''"
. Mankins added.
"1 would have loved to see somebody tell
him to go so in a corner."

another

streak. Ile

completed

with

a

all Zen." he chuckled. "I'm

•Racers
From Page 18

game.

adjust

One area of concern for
Kennedy during the small break
has been the Racers' ability to

"His attitude is hinter and
the effort we get from him
every game is really great."
10.8

put people at the free throw
line too quickly.

points iver game and is one of
three (ahem Raters to be aver-

The Governors shot 36 to
just 14 by MSU Thursday night.

Carter

aging

is

double

as eraging

figures.

Thontas leads the
WW1 with 12-1 points per game.
Dauer°

whila Tony Easley is good for
10.6 a game and Tyler Holloway

Out tar

is

behind

at

1(15

a

LINLUPS

INDIANA-SOUTH BEND

30
'az
34
40
42

44

so
• S4

Name
Poe
Ben WernerI
Wan Camerae) G
Pen Dews
C.IF
Bnan DoShcolo G
Demos OeShorr G
TYIN Leighton G
Dewey Brown G
Dylan Morns 0
Odor °were
G
~as Jackson G
clacirgs Tunas,* CI
/wry Htil
0
Korn Perry
GS
Quinn Brooks G
Sone Husinger F

Yr
Fr
So
So
Fr
Jr
Sr
Fr
Fr
Fr
So
Fr
Ft
Fr
Fr

Kennedy
how

said. "I'm

not sure

you try to get

better at

that in
Just

have

to

141,
6-6
5.11
6-3
6-0
6-3
5-10
6-0
6-0
6-0
60
5.11
8-3
6-5
6-2
5-9

Len.•'
"I know you're from California," the TV
reporter persisted. "but where did you pick
up that kieus'.r'

"I hope I'm Zen-like for another week,"
Brady said a moment later, "That would be
a great feeling."
The rest of the questions were variations
Brady managed to play so well.
Only two balls he threw all night hit the
on how

then, a New England public relations staffer
yelled, "last question," and from a corner
came this one:
"Do you think

looked like Superman pajamas. Brady had
a comeback ready.
"Nice outfit," he said.

all

Staff Report
The Calloway County Middle eighth grade boys' basketball team controlled the game
from the get-go and picked up
a 42-25 victory over crosstown
rival Murray Middle
day.
The

last'MUM-

Lakers took

an

11-6

lead

emphasize

it."

and build that advantage to eight
at the half, 22-14. It was in
the third quarter that Calloway

DATE
OPPONENT
NEWLY
11.3
BETHEL
W42-49
11-10
RIDER
W-66-65
11.17
at W Kentucky
L 87-83
11-23
AvILA
W-64-55
11-26
ARKANSAS ST
W-81-67
12-1
II Mrssesign St
1-76-61
12-5
E KENTUCKY
-59-58
12.8
MOREHEAD ST
W-63-44
12-10 ii Jadisorwale Sm
W-79-65
12.20
at Sariaord
14544
12-29
Sat Chattanooga
1-74-50
12-30 "Belmont
1-6447
1.3
at Eastern Mrboo
1-83-80
1.5
TENNESSEE ST
W-9288
1.7
at SEMO
W-79-51
1-10
AUSTIN PE AY
W-82-70
DATE
OPPONENT
TWIE
I IS
INDIANA.S BEND
7
1 19
at Tenn Merton
6
1 24
TENN TECH
730
I 26
•SENIO
TBA
1-29
SAMFORD
7
1.31
at Aushn Petty
730
2-2
JACKSONVILLE ST
730
2-7
"at E Kentucky
24
at Morehead St
315
2-14
at nimaismia SI
730
2.16
EASTERNILLINOIS
730
2-23
ESPN Bracket Busier
TBA
2-28
'at Tennessee Tech
7
3-1
TENNESSEE-MARTIN 7 30
ii-Eyntation

ut-Chosonoocio
*--on ESPN2
^-on EsPm.;

out

the

of

the first quarter

game

out of reach.

outscoring Murray 13-4
up 35-18.

to

go

Calloway didn't fare so well
in a Monday night .contest at
South Marshall, however. The

Lakers played a close first half,
trailing by three at the break,
but lost momentum in the secSouth Marshall went ahead
by 1(1 in the third quarter and
doubled that lead in the fourth
to win 43-23.
Garland notched a doubledouble for Calloway, scoring
II points and taking 10 boards.

improved to 10-11 on the season with the win. Schwettman

Joe Futrell scored seven.
The eighth grade boys will
play again Monday at 4 p.m.

points to lead Cal-

loway in sconng.

at CCMS against Carlisle

Russell Garland dropped in

Coun-

ty.

Class teaches youth
about firearm saftey
SESSION WILL BE HELD
TOMORROW AT EXPO CENTER
Staff Report

well as a question and answer
session for youth and parents.

Youth love guns and bow
and arrows. but they need to
learn to use them
appropri-

to come and

ately.

said

Archery. air pistol, hunter
educational challenge. .22 nfle.
black powder and shotgun are

Shooting Sports coordinator.

disciplines of the 4-H ShootSports program in Cal-

ing

loway County.

We

want all interested
Michelle

learn

youth

with

us."

Sanders,

4-H

The Calloway County 4-H
Shooting Sports Club will be
meeting from 6-8 p.m. on Tuesday at the MSU Cherry Expo
Center to sign up and begin

"On (Tuesday), we will be
doing an introductory meeting.
Parents
will be completing

ed. For additional information.

forms, liability paper work as

call 753-1452

to organize

for the 2(X)8 4-H
Year. Officers will also be elect-

e Oaks
Country Club
-RACEWAY AUTO SALESNow Offering new

-2
oitif .4e., 41'

senior memberships
at a spa ial-pricel
WOW.

Call for details
w°1
(270) 755
-6454
386 Oaks Country lub Ro
1118
mrtaill
AXADOCIV;Liep

,7C
'
1
• • .,
•

S2.900
S2.200
S2.200
S2.500
S1.800
S3.250
S2.500
S4.200
S1.350
S1.375
S2.100
S750
S2.150
S3 700

Hudson

opened the run by hitting three
three-pointers. He then made
four free throws to account for

jakovic found Buchanan open
for the winning basket.

JACKSONVILLE STATE 83,
TENNESSEE STATE 79
JACKSONVILLE,

Ala.

-

Five players scored in double
figures for the second straight
game to lift Jacksonville State
to
83-79 win over Tennessee
State on Saturday afternoon at

a

Pete Mathews Coliseum.
Senior Will Ginn hit a 3pointer with 10:07 to play to
break a 56-56 tie and give the

Fisher finished with a gamehigh 19 points, but none were
as important as his driving layup
with

1:48 to play. It broke a

47-47 tie.
Then, after a missed Bulldog 3-point try and rebound
by Amadi McKenzie, the Golden Eagles looked to Fisher one
more time. As the shot clock
wound down, Fisher wound up
and drained a long 3-pointer
from the right wing for a 5247 TTU lead with 57 seconds
to play.
With the win, the Golden
Eagles (7-11/4-4 OVC) have
lifted themselves into a fiveway tie for fourth place. A
loss would have dropped Tech
to ninth place.
Samford (7-9/4-4 OVC) is
one of those five teams tied
for fourth, along with Eastern
Kentucky, Morehead State and

Gamecocks(4-12. 2-6 Ohio Valley Conference) the lead for
good. The Tigers (6-10, 3-4

UT Martin.

OVC) never trailed by more
than five in the final 10 minutes but couldn't get closer

Fisher finished
with
19
points, four rebounds and three
assists, while McKenzie had

than

one in JSU•s second
straight win. the Gamecocks'
first back-to-back wins of the

13 points, nine rebounds and
three assists.

EASTERN KENTUCKY 67,
EASTERN ILLINOIS 56

season.
Freshman Nick Murphy was
7-of-I0 from the floor and 5of-6 from the free throw line

CHARLESTON. 111. - EastKentucky completed the

ern

season sweep over host EastIllinois Saturday night in

to lead

ern

second

Lantz Arena with a 67-56 victory. The Colonels (7-9, 4-4
OVC) have now defeated the

the Gamecocks with
19 points. The Bronx, N.Y.,
native had II points in the
half to score in double figures for the seventh time
in his last eight games. He
also dished out five assists and
picked up three steals. Sophomore

Amadou Mbodji scored
18 on a 6-of-7 effort from the
floor and pulled in a teamhigh seven rebounds.
TSU's Gerald Robinson led
all scorers with 23 points, while
Jerrell Houston added 12 points
and grabbed II rebounds for
a double-double.

TENNESSEE TECH
SAMFORD 47

57,

BIRMINGHAM. Ala. - With
the game on the line, tied up
with less than two minutes to
play. Anthony Fisher made the
two biggest baskets of the night,

Panthers (2-15, 1-8) in eight
straight meetings.
Eastern Kentucky won the
game at the free throw line,
netting a season-high 91.3 percent (2I-of-23) including 10
free throws in the final 70 seconds to keep Eastern
at bay.

Illinois

Three Colonels finished in
double figures. led by sophomore Adam Leonard with 16
points. Sophomore Josh Daniel
came off the bench to chip in
with three three-pointers for 12
points.

TODAY'S LIMP SPONSORED BY

Lindy Suiter

allowing Tennessee Tech to steal
a 57-47 victory over Samford
in the brand new Pete Hanna
608 Mere it. • 753-51142

TV, radio

Sineriss
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Monday's Games
Denver at Charlotte. 6 p m
Portland at New Jersey. 6.30 pm
Washington at Boston. 6.30 p.m.
Philadelphia at San Antonio. 7:30 p.m
Milwaukee at Utah, 8 p m
Dallas al Sacramento, 9 p m.
LA Lakers at Seattle, 9 p m.
Tuesday's Games
Chicago at Orlando,6 p.m
Denver at Atlanta. 6 p.m
Toronto at Detroit, 6:30 p.m.
Washington at New Yolk, 6.30 p tn
Cleveland at Memphis, 7 p.m,
Golden Stale at Minnesota. 7 p.m
Philadelphia at Houston. 7.30 p.m.
Phoenix at L A Clrppers. 9 30 pm

Center.

remaining.

throws to tie the score at 7979. MSU broke a Skyhawk
full-court press and Nikola Sto-

three Lakers to score five.
including Jay Green and Corey
Evans.

ond half.

From Page 16
seconds

13 consecutive UTM points.
After Robinson hit two free

eight points and grabbed nine
boards and Seay was one of

Garrett
Schwettman
and
Damns Seay led an aggressive
Mort by the Laker., who

scored II

Saturday's Game*
Detroit 103 Charlotte 100, OT
Washington 65, Boston 78
San Antonio 105, Minnesota 88
Utah 119, Orlando 115
Phoenix 122, M‘waukete 114
Indiana 111 Sacramento 105
Dallas 95 LA Clippers 94
Sunday's Goma
Toronto 116. Portland 109 207
Atlanta 105. Chicago 64
New Orleans 87 Houston 82
New York 69, Detroit 65
Golden State 106 Indiana 101
LA Lakers 100 Memphis 99

•

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Division
W
L Pct GB
Dallas
26 11 703
San Antonio
24 11 686
1
New Orleans
25 12 676
1
Houston
20 18 526 6 1/2
Memphis
10 27 270
16
Northwest Division
W
L Pcl GB
Denver
22 13 629
Portland
22 14.611
1/2
Utah
21 17.553 21/2
Seattle
9 27250131/2
Minnesota
5 31 13917 1/2
Pacific Division
W
L Pct GB
Phoeni x
26 11 703
L.A Lakers
25 11.694
1/2
Golden Slate
22 18.579 4 1/2
Sacromento
14 21 400
11
L.A. Diippsre
10 23.303
14

a handsome guar-

Brady blinked momentarily. then his eyes
darted in the direction of the questioner.
Seeing teammate Randy Moss wearing what

you

S(HIDULL RLSULTS
Murray State
IAN limo Cooks! me p.a.)

you're

National Basketball Association
Standing*
Ely The Associated PT1111111
All limes CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L Pct GB
Boston
30 5 857
Toronto
20 175,41
11
New Jersey
18 18 50012 1/2
Phaacielphra
14 23 378
17
New York
10 26 27820 1,2
Southeast Division
W
L Pct GB
Orlando
23 16 590
Washington
19 16 543
2
Atlanta
16 17 485
4
Charlotte
13 23 361 8 1/2
1.443fTh
8 28 22213 12
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
Detroit
28 10 737
Cieveland
19 18.514 8 1/2
I ndra n a
17 22 43611 1/2
Milwaukee
15 22 40512 1/2
Chicago
14 21 40012 1/2

terback'r•

think

practice. I

half

CCMS eighth grade boys
pick up win last week

put

MURRAY STATE
Preamble Nairn
No Name
Poe Yr NI Wt.
43 Tony Easley
It
So 6-9 200
Bruce Caner 0
Sr 6-4 200
12 oafwo thomseG
So 64 190
4
Tyler Holloway G
Jr 6-2 175
10 Kevin Thomas G
Jr 6 1 170
6122.6ii
No. Name
Poe Yr 1St Wt.
2
Malt Fraley
G
Fr 6-4 t90
3
Ray George
G
Sr 6-4 190
14
Pomo Simmons0
F
6-0 170
25 Maryut
ns F
So 64 2".
32 Jared Key
F
rir 6-4 1/5
13 airauan coma 0
ri ist 100
15 Tarod Sanders F C
Jr 6-8 250
so Georges torso C
So 6-8 240

No.
02
04
12
14
20
e2

"You're not going to win a
lot of games by doing that,"

the first

ground - Welker dropped the other one
the interview room was quickly
turning into a Tom Brady roast. Just about

than usual.
"Um

Brady (12) throws in

- and

situation. From our Japanese point ol
he said. "it looks very Zen of you...
Brady bit his lower lip before answering, making him look even more boyish

yard,'. on the

nest three plays. ending the drive
touchdovol throw to Wes Welker,

Tom

explains the first question asked by a TV
reporter who came from Japan to see the
magnificent one.
"You never seem flustered no matter the

Brady has been so good for so long in
so many big situations that instead of
letting that drop break his momentum, he sim-

of seven. If and sok

quarterback

The Pats won three Super Bowls in four
years, and he was the MVP in two of those.
Small wonder compliments fly around like
snowflakes this time of year. Maybe that

"You always think you should catch anything," Watson said. "So it Was my fault?
My had."

began

Patriots

England has become a lovefest. He's 7.41 at
home and 13-2 in the postseason overall.

On the opening drive of the second half.
Brady completed his first four. His fifth
was a high. hard pass that Watson got his
hands on, but couldn't pull down.

ply

England

"It's easy when you have receivers that
are open all the time and an offensive line
that never lets anyone touch you. It makes
it fun to play."
Thanks to Brady. playoff time in New

he always does.

passes

SPONSORED BY STUART ALEXANDER

Home Insurance?

noticed.

time

AP-

School

OVCPastern

Austin Peay

7-1

(11-7)

SE Missouri State

6-2

(11-7)

Murray State

5-3 (8-7)
4-4 (7-9)
4-4 (6-9)
4-4 (7-9)

Eastern Kentucky
I.4oreheed State
Samford
Tennessee Tech

4-4

Tennessee Marlin 4-4
Tennessee State 3-4

(7-11)
(8-10)

(6-10)

Jacksonville State

2-6

Eastern Illinois

1-8 (2-15)

(4-12)

Ilseliniss Jew 12
*menage Stasi si UT Starve 79
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Eastern Kentucky 67 Esteem Orme 56
&won Peey 66 SE Wear Sim 02
Tenneeme Tom 57 SerWare 47
lheadmi Jaw 1$
mien,Smaller* **envy Siam
p
Mendes Jew 17
Semipro ar Maimed!Ow
6 30 p
Jecesonvee EOM at Easswe kaniurens 30 p
Eamon *nos et thermase Nes
730 tr m
Tennessee lasan al *OM Pie'.
7 30 o
SE illemert *maa keineeme Sloe 7 30 p

TODAY
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m
ESPN - Georgelown at Pittsburgh
a p.m.
ESPN -°Idaho,* at Kansas
11 p.m.
ESPN - Gortzaga ii Popoordine
PM& HOCKEY
6 p.m.
VERSUS - N Y Rangers at
Pittsburgh
TENNIS
2 p.m.
ESPN2 - Australian Open. *ley
round al Melbourne. Australis Ownscity tape)
p.trL
ESPN2- Austria., Open.04"
round at Melbourne. Australia
2:30 am.
ESPN2 - Australian Open. early
round at Melbourne Australis
WOMEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
p.m.
ESPN2 - Duke at Mery4and

Localy
PIMP BASKETBALL
7:20p.m.
WNSS, 1340 0.1.1 - Murray High
Sdool gina al Heath
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CLASSIFIEDS
Advertisers are requested to check
the first insertion of awe ads for any
error. Murray Ledger & Times will be
responable to only one incorrect
irisestion. My error should be report-

GO

ed immediately so corrections can
be made

1
1
12
16
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INDEX
010
020
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030
040
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NO
070
010
100
t tO
120
130
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165
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ADJUSTMENTS

Lepel Nona
Hobos
Personae
Pilnincial
Roaming, Wanted
Lan And Found
Help Vilemaird
Peellen Vlienerd
Domes* A Childnire
%einem Opportunity
esceronlcs
Converters
&wimp say.
ft To Buy
Articles Fa San
Appliances
Horne Funrishinge
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

Fano Equipment
Howl Earipmera
Saone Equipment
Firewood
bluelcal
Wade Slane Lots Frie Sara
Wale Hanes Fa Sae
Noble Harms For Rent
Mobilo Hwy Loa Fa Ram
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DEADLINES

$6.25 Column Inch, 60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within b Day Period )
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday(Shopping Guide)

$825 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
35 extra for Smart Saver (Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens
or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5
p.m.• Fax: 753-1927
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Help Wanted

BINGO
Murray High
Booster Club
M Knights of Columbus.
Squire Rd
6PM on the
1st Sat. of the month
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UPPERCUTS Nails
Acrylic Full Set: $20
Also Gels, Fiberglass,
Pedicures,
Manicures
1104 Story Ave.
753-2887
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Lost rid Found
FOUND: small dog
West end of Coles
Campground
Road.
Collar, no tags. Call to
identify 759-5729
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CLAYTON Homes o
Camden seeks quali
fled and motivated indi
vidual for retail sales
$60k+ potential income
possible. Great benefits. Sales experience
required.
731-584-9429
CONCRETE workers
needed to pour slabs,
sidewalks, and driveways. 270-556-5845
DAYTIME kitchen help
needed Apply in person at the Big Apple
after 2PM.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.oxn.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you
NEED full-time help.
Start immediately. No
experience necessary.
Will train. Hourly plus
bonuses.
Signmasters
8503 US Hwy 68E,
Fairdealing.

Has the following openings
CNA'S
Competitive wages
$1000 Sign on bonus

IISORFD BY

KETBALL

body shop needs a
few good body
men. Please come
by the body shop.

Arbor Place of Clinton

finished in
by sophod with 16
osh Daniel
to chip in
nters for 12

51 5842
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THE Murray Ledger
& Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies
do
occur. Readers using
this information do so
at their own risk.
Although
persons
and companies mentioned herein are
believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for
their activities.
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Apply at:
106 Padgett Drive
Clinton, KY 42031
Ph (270)653-5558

Small Termite & Pest Control
is currently accepting applications for a termite technician and
an annual termite inspector.
Requirements include:
• Pre-Employment Drug Screening
• Valid Drivers' License
• Obtaining a Certification
(Training Available)
• Crawl Under Houses
Apply in person at:

wady
SASKETSALL

SERVA
tlenode
939 State Route 121 North
Murray, Kentucky

INSURANCE CLERK
Insurance Clerk needed to assist in
growing Insurance Department. Must
have knowledge and experience in filing insurance claims. Job Description
includes: Coding, Re-filing claims for
patients, Insurance appeals, posting
reimbursements, etc. Excellent benefits
and compensation package offered.
Applicants may apply in person or send
resume to:

Primary Care Medical Center
1000 South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071

Primary riF
.
,
MEDICAL CENTER

HOME
HEALTH/HOSPICE
REGISTERED NURSES
Henry County Medical Center is seeking
Registered Nurses for our Home Health
and Hospice Department.
Must be a registered nurse licensed in
Tennessee. Home Health and/or Hospice
experience preferred. Will train qualified
candidates.
We offer excellent benefits, a competitive
salary package, sign-on bonus 8c a career
ladder program. Interested candidates
should send resume or apply in person.

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644 8472
cowen@hcmc-tn.org
Equal Opportunity Employer

MEDICAL
TECHNOLOGIST
OR MLT
Henry County Medical Center is seeking a
Medical Technologist or MLT for our
Laboratory Department. Our Laboratory
is accredited by CAP. The position is full
time and is for the 7pm to 7am shift. The
schedule is 7 days on then 7 days off.
Interested candidates must meet the
Tennessee State requirements for licensure of lab personnel.
We provide an excellent salary and benefit package including health, vision, dental, and retirement. Interested candidates
should send a resume or apply in person.

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644 8472
cowen@hcmc-tn.org
Equal Opportunity Employer

Sales Coordinator
Fleetwood Homes, a leader in the
Manufacturing Housing Industry is seeking a
professional, goal-oriented. team minded individual to join our sales team. Position supports
local Account Sales Managers with quotes and
order entry, creates marketing reports, orders
point of sales materials, writes and updates
floor plan literature, creates inventory reports,
and generates reports to assist Sales team in
meeting goals and objectives. Qualified candidate must have High School Diploma. but prefer a Bachelor's or Associate Ikgree. a high
commitment for customer satisfaction and
accuracy, excellent verbal/written communication skills, computer literacy with knowledge
of a variety of software packages, and the ability to manage retailer and customer relations
Position offers competitive compensation and
benefit package based on qualifications To
apply. send resume and salary history to
Fleetwood Homes of Ky., Attn: Randy Kuhena,
Sales Manager, P.O. Box 430, Benton, Ky.
42025
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DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be iust the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
avertable.
Apply at:
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
EXPERIENCED
Dental Assistant needed for busy practice.
Successful candidate
must have excellent
attendance record and
be willing to work full
time in fun, upbeat.
fast-paced environment. Excellent professional and communication skills required.
Expanded duties certificate desired but not
required. Please send
resume and references to Human
Resources, P.O. Box
166, Murray, KY
42071.
LOCALLY owned service station looking for a
self motivated, energetic and service onented individual with
minor
mechanical
knowledge to fill a FT
position in a fast pace
environment. Apply in
person at 516 S. 12th,
Murray. No phone
calls, please.
MASSAGE Therapist:
Looking for an
outstanding
person
who brings energy to

VISA

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY'
l'omplele Formal Wear Headquarters

INSURANCE

lab400

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles?

Limou4ines & Vans
enillejahylejla.
364 Mae Si
Murray, KY 411071
11701711414001)

Al

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

418s.roa KRIS
141111-1674757

.s beasportatioe • Airport Service • Certified Driven

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay $992 on Part A; 5131 on
Part B Call me for more information
FREE HELP IN MUM MING FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 •8 a.m.-8 p.m.

"How To Protect A Lifetime
Of Savings"
*14.4% is guaranteed on first year
money.
'No risk to principal because it is guaranteed
The rate is subject to change so call now
(270)210-2533
If you have, 401-K, 403-B, Stocks, Mutual
Funds, CD's or other retirement investments

Call Ron Sallin (Agent)
Phone (270)759-1565
Cell (270)210-2533

- PREPLANNING Dallas Willoughby
Pie-Arrangement Specialist
Avoid inflationary cost.
Lock in pnce; single pay or
payment plan.
Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Terry Isaacs/karts Isaacs, Owners

ALARM Commercial Waste
Disposal
227-3574
At Types of Refuse Service V
Call for a Free Estimate
1400-5854033

HOUSTON ELECTRIC &

Security and Camera Systems
Fire Alarm Inspection
?.
Electrical Construction/Repair
Fast Response Service 24/7

Honeywell

11 Visonic
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Help Wanted

Want to Buy

Call Jill Stephens or Julie Brim n
at 753-1916
and place your ad today'!

Our

exciting practice. If you
are reliable, self-motivated, energetic and
enioys making a difference in the lives of others. Send resume to
looking2hire0hotmailcom
NEW PAY SCALEIII
Bntthaven of Benton is
currently
accepting
applications for the following positions: Fulltime LPN. We also
offer an excellent benefit package. Must be
licensed in the State of
Kentucky.
Apply in
person at Bntthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-In, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
OTR drivers needed.
Competitive
wages
and benefits. Home
every 2 weeks. Must
have Class A CDL with
minimum 3 years OTR
experience.
Clean
MYR.(800)468-6087
RECEPTIONIST in a
healthcare office:
Seeking an individual
who has a proven
track record of being
reliable, energetic. and
has excellent communication skills. Must be
highly organized. and
have computer skills.
Send resume to:looking2hire0hotmailcorn.
SALES help wanted for
local
insurance
agency. We provide a
wide range of products. One of Nation's
largest
companies
Insurance experience
helpful
but
not
required. Training will
be provided if necessary. Send resume to:
P0. Box 1040-R,
Murray, KY 42071.
SALESPERSON needed for poured in place

concrete watts
270-556-5845
SKILLED care PfT
needed to prepare Warty invai)d female for
bed after 7PM. Details
and which nights negotiable. Cal 489-2103.

SPEEDWAY at 801
Coldwater Road is now
hiring for assistant
manager. FT hours
with benefits. Must fill
out application.
TAKING applications
for full and part time
childcare workers who
are motivated, hardworking and must be
dependable. CDA preferred,
experience
required. Must be
familiar with Stars for
Kids Now requirements. Call
270-753-9356.
TIRED of that small old
dull
routine?
Britthaven of Benton is
currently
accepting
applications for persons interesting in
becoming a SRNA
(state registered nurse
aide). Along with a
new pay scale, we
offer an excellent benefit package. Apply in
person at Bntthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE.
090
Dormalle Chlidcars
CLEANING houses 20
years expenence
270-759-9553
HOME and
office
cleaning. Top to bottom. Experience and
excellent references.
Cat Jackie
270-703-2975.
NEED your house
cleaned?
Ref it needed
759-9031
978-6554

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
IWO lo buy
ANDOUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars. trucks and
tractors 436-5235

150

CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th.
Murray.

SCRAP
CARS
key .111111 NIA
753-5500
WASTE oil wanted.
Will pick up used motor
oil/hydraulic
fluid.
Drum exchange Miller
D. Farms
270-436-2215
150
Articri
For Salt
32' Cargo mate
enclosed trailer, 5th
wheel with 2 7,000a
axles. $7,500.
759-4427 or 293-3163

GOLF cart for sale in
excellent
condition,
new batteries and
cables, new tires for
$1,200. 270-978-1576
or 270-978-1577
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions:
Flat screen Plasma &
LCOs. Rear Protection
also. LG, Toshiba,
Hitachi & Sony We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901

Articles
For Sala

RENTING
OCEANVIEW
TIMESHARE
Tybnsa Resort.
wikv4.tybrisa.com,
Tybee Island, GA
April 5-12, 12-19
Sleeps 6-2BR, fullkitchen, dining.
Scott Owens 270-5591092
$950/week-OBO
UTILITY trailer, 5 x10',
single axle, wire
mesh. $400. Kathy
753-6529.
Bassett Sofa and
Loveseat, burgundy,
navy blue, dark green
& gold stripes $550: 2
burgundy recliners, 1
year old, $120 ea. Call
227-0998 or 293-2179
it no answer leave
message.

SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE.
FREE DVR or HD
upgrade. FREE 6
months of HD programming w/HD
upgrade. Get months
3 FREE of HBO &
Cinemax.
Programming starts at
$29.99 per mo. +
$5.00 for local networks. Call Beasley
Antenna & Satellite for
more info. 759-0901 or
toll free: 877-455-0901

Appliances

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELK INS
Sc;ui • ','
0'1

(270) 753-1713

EXCELLENT stereo
system. Kyocera 100
watt amp with CO
player & Klipsch forte
speakers (36-x16-)
$550.00.
(270)752-5000
FORMAL Dresses:
•Dark Green, 7/8, $65.
*Champagne, 14.
w/shoes, $75.
*Pool Blue, 14,
w/shoes, $75.
*Violet. 14, w/shoes &
purse. $100.
*Baby Blue, 9/10, $65.
•Black. 9/10. $65.
•Wedding dress slip,
16, $20
Call 994-0035.

150
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Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

[
MEN For Rent

1505 Diuguid Drise • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
(Me and Iwo Bedroom Aparunent,
Central Heat and Air
ALtepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Cr

.f3

Hilldale Apartments
64 Hilldak Ln. /301. Hardin, KY

Now Taking Applications
for 1.2 & 3BR apts

Mon. - Frt. •8AM - 4PM

EllFirewood

KEY MINI

FIREWOOD for sale
pick-up or delivery
Call for prices
(270)293-13570;
1270)559-1424

1BR. various locations
5275-5300 Coleman
RE 753-9898
2 bedroom, all appliances.
Cambridge
area. 293-6968

SMALL
wurlitze
piano Excellent condi
lion 753-3110.
293-3536
270
Mobile Morass Fix Sara .1

288 28A, garage, alt
aPPItances $650.
436-5685
288 apartments available Great location 1
year lease 1 month
deposit, no pets

WAREHOUSES

1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
i&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S 4th St
270-436-5496
270-293-6906

753-2905

•••OWNER
FINANCE"'
No credit check' 2003
3138 28A doubletiorle
in Puryear Large deck.
$3500 down. $495
monthly Call Ruthie
270 753-2222

-OWNER
Financing2005 24x56. 3138.
2BA. $5.000 down
$695 00 month, Hazel
(270)753-1011

2658 16a6e
built Faatwona manufactured home Shingle
& vinyl with lOtt front
porch and brick Nailite
skirting 288 IBA
$29.900 or finance for
$1.500 down payment,
$308 monthly 1-800455-3001
UOWDAT1ON Sale
All 2006 Homes Must
Gol
Unbelievable Deals.
Only 4 left
Save
Thousands" Call now
731-584-9429
Wafts For ass
3138 28A 14x70 with
4> Otfi $400 monthly
703-4768
NICE 2E18 No pets
753-9866

M

A.Fw are

I Bedroom Apartment
i.fean and nice. all
appliances including
WO.
no
Pets
270436-5496
1 oA ftir-iiiiits near
downtown
Murray
starting at 5200vmo
753-4109
11298 apts. 1-yeer
lease 18R 135000
288 1475 00 Call
Hamlet North Apts
753-7559
BR 111 6008erices
'
university Heights. no
pets
year
lease.
53251mo • deposit
753-4937
1614:-607iMa...
no pets &Memo
A 144Q

281,
1 duplex. nice.
Ca-VA. appliances furnished Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2138 duplex 505 Vine
S250 plus deposit
492-8225. 519-2702
2BR, S285-. C/H/A.
near MSU Move in
free days 753-9898

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
*We sell boxes,
*We rent U Hauls
753.9609

2B8. 2 bath 103
Welch Dr $475mo •
deposit 3138. 2 bath.
[M
------Prop For9
-531 Bailey rd $675 •
deposit. appliances
1600 sq ft prime locafurnished, nice 345tion
Lowe s
Dr
2777 or 841-1599
Murray 293-2981
344138.
- 28A available
2 car garage with gas
now,
appliances
Coleman RE 753-9898 heat Good lor car
detailing or body shop
CLEASI- remodeled.
$500 monthly
quiet
2
bedroom
703-4768
upstairs duplex, fur
niehed, 8400 Smoke 2.000* sq ft newiy
renovated commercial
free, no pets
building for lease 605
489-2741.
S 12th St. Suite E
DUPLEX 2138. 2E3A. 1.
Murray 978-5133
year old, 2209 Bamts
OFFICE or retail specs
Lane, no pets
available Prime loca(270)376-2746 _
tion 75.2905.
12701841-5653
293148o
FACULTY STAFF
OFFICE space availApartments
able for rent or lease
University view,
Located
al
901
appliances, yard
Sycamore St Approx
Mowed. nice
1 600 sq ft Has park5500/mo 753-8096
ing iot Gas water &
FOR rent. 288
electric paid
753-5500 After hours
Duplex. 1302
293-2098
Valleywood $400/mo
761-7355
NOW LEASING
1. 21 3bedroorn Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply it Mur Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 7584094
Equal Housing
Opponunity
TOD #l-00-648-6056
UNIVERSITY Horghts
Apts is now accepting
applications for I & 2
BR rental assisted
apartments M-W TM
8-230 1734 Carnpbea
St 759-2282 Heanng
Impaired only 1 800648 6056
Equal
Housing Opportunity

M

Staples
AKC Registered Lab
puppies 10 weeks old
Yellow and chocolate
First
shots
and
wormed
Excellent
bloodlines $100
731-247-5319
DOG Obedience
436-2858
TINY Toy Applehead
Chthuahuas 8 weeks
old CKC Registered
Vet checked 1st shots
Should be 2-4 pounds
$300 436-6367
lissliss
WHEAT straw $3 pe
bale
270-841.1806
mobile number

ess Fw RIM

1617 Molter 4138 28A
Newly reevesisd. nea
urirversity, $700 rent
753-9836
2. 3 & 488 houses
Lease
deposit
&
required 753-4109
3 bock ranch on
ktetroes City Wiliam
and schools Al electric 2 car garage
Large fenced yard
Now
central HVAC system,
annual lease Ray
270-767-0615
388 18A 306 S 1511.
$490/mo negotiable
No pets 759-4026

NEON
MININSTORA

0, 111 Jti ,
'h ,(,1‘

2'01-rd -11(1\1i

LAKE house, Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage water.51vIt

storage shed rh ,ating
boat dock, cot. ,ere
boat ramp.
5275,000.00. Call
753-2905 or 293-8595
THREE bedroom 1
bath brick home, with a
shed,
outbuilding.
tobacco barn and 8
acres.
Located in
Hazel 5115,000 00
Call 753-2905 or
293-8595

l'ornerstone
Realty & Rental
Rental Property
Property Managenseet
Services available
Cal 741-7355
irenareren

Need help
Promoting your
isusiness?

•All SIN Units
Amid*
44cra Mow
Cam*Ceeilrol

Call us se vilIbe
glad o hi*

753-36113 ,

210-753-1916

luny Ledge &
TN

470
tkilortydes ATVs

LOG CABIN PKG & 1
ACRE LAKE
ACCESS WITH FREE
BOAT SLIPS ONLY
$69.900. New 2128 sf
log cabin Beautiful KY
Lake Excellent
financing Call
now 615 515 5550

BARBEROSA Cycles,
LLC
ATV service & repairs
270-382-2444

USED TIRES
14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Aasg.
307 acres in the
Northwest part of
Calloway Co.
Approximately I mile
from the new Hwy 80
Great for horses, cattle or farming
Owner will possibly
divide Offered at
53.900 per acre Call
Shannon Imes to see
the plat
270-761-5700/800972-1394 CRYELEIKE Realty Services
FARM for lease 83
farm acres available
for cash /ease Located
4-5 miles southeast of
city
limits
at
Shoemaker
and
Harmon Rd. 2 tobacco
barns Bids accepted
through January 31.
Farm Lease, PO Box
727, Hopkinsvilie. KY
42240-0727
lbw For Sall

i

llaUtlety Milos

2005 Chevy Equinox.
AWD, 75K
miles,
59.900.
2001 Chevy Z71. 4
door, 139K. 59.300.
2001 Explorer Sport.
97K, $5,100
2005 Taurus. 153K
road miles. $3.3,950
C&K
270-705-5973
anytime
wwwckrnotorsky.com
2005 Toyota
Highlander 33.000
miles. I -owner, sunroof, 5-disc CD-player.
leather interior
Excellent condition
753-7078
1989 Suburban 4
wheel drive 3rd row
seat. Great truck, 110k,
54.000 0130
978-3067
Used Cgs

"OWNER
FINANCES'
No Credit Check'
Clean & race 388 1
bath home on quiet lot
in Puryear 1,292 540
hardwood floor appiiances city water &
sewer $3,900 down.
$475 month
Call
Fluthse (270)753-2222
OWNER
FINANCE
No credit check, Clean
and nice 3BR IBA
home on lot in Puryear.
1.292 sq ft . hardwood
floor
appliances
53.900 down $475
monthly Cali Ruthie
(270)753-2222
_
2 story 388 2BA. 1
office, 2 car garage.
2.400 sq ft living,
4.000 total Landon
Hilts Subdivision
(270)210-3781.
(270)559
_ _-2032
2/3 bedrooms 2 baths.
10
minutes
from
Murray Full basement.
large deck with tree
house. big yard. hardwood floors, tile in
baths, wash room,
kitchen.
carport
Financing available
180.000
270-5597015. 270-554-0368
38828* brick Newly
decorated,
stove
refrigerator
Large
fenced in backyard &
storage Large trees
822 S
91h. off
Glendale

Also.
farm
loins
Cherokee Hills Farm.
121S, New Concord.
101714 from KY Lake.
Lots of deer, turkey,
good building spots.
JD
Williams 7534406. 753-4443
A 1 Weal Drive New
'ernodeled, brick 38R
29A. hardwood floors.
C/HA. carport. large
yard Only 2 miles east
of Murray MOTIVATED SELLER $92.000.
227-7356 or 293-1041
BRICK 38FV28A new
furnace water heater.
sewer tine, ceramic,
windows
cabinets,
paint.
refrigerator.
stove 1102 Poplar
$I 35.000
Can Oar
aoocarament Lynn
227-9227 or Chuck
293-0224
COLDWATER 2/388.
brick. owner Ilnencing
possible 8001682789 Exl 2051

Call 753-5606

95 Nissan Maxima
Black. 4dr,, leathe
interior, Asking 51.800
226-1350

BLACK 2000 Ford
F350 Lariat Diesel,
4W0. super duty
super cab, long bed,
excellent condition.
one owner. 58.800
miles (270)753-5742
978-0444
2003 Dodge Ram 1500
pickup
Quad cah
Silver. auto. air,
and runs good $9
270-436-5871,
270-293-9347
94 Chevy 1500 Eat
Cab-- 200.000
miles 350 V8 -- Gri,
conckbon $2800
(270)804-3566
1990 Ford Ranger XLT
2 31 tour cylinder
engine five speed
00 Needs oil porno
and inserts
Es".
thing else good sr
Nice 753-4589
227-5662
'90 red Chevy LWB
Silvered° 1500 V8.
tool box, towing package Great work truck.
53.250.
753-7861.
1270)2934115.
83 Chevy Severed°. 2Law diesel, new paint.
Asking $1200
1270)326-6009

LAM
LAWN SERVICE
Mewing, Manicuring,
Landscaping &
teal Vii uuming
Satisfaction guaranteed

753-1816 2274611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753.19Io

Hill Electric
Sirke 19/Sh

24 new maws
Rm.. Com . & Ind
licensed & Insured
All ;ohs tag is small

4365141 6A10,1311DMLR Nettling. Clean
oUt gages. gutters.
sink & tree work

BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. entertainment
show
hosts
(API- Unlike a crippling writ- announced the winners in half an
ers strike that has dragged on for hour.
months, Hollywood's first big
The guild, on strike since
awards show was over in a flash, Nov. 5, had planned pickets outwith no key winners, no stars in side the show if organizers tried
A-1 Joe's Mower
sight and no real fun for fans of to move ahead with their usual
repair pick-up, delivshow business glitz.
televised ceremony. With nomiery, 436-2867
The Golden Globes on nees and other stars refusing to
Sunday honored such films as cross picket lines, Globe planA-1 Stump Removal
the
tragic
Fully insured
romance ners had to scrap their glossy
"Atonement," the crime saga show and hope for better times
437-3044
"No Country for Old Men," and in 2009.
AAA HANDYMAN
the bloody musical "Sweeney
Along with "Sweeney Todd,"
All types of carpentry.
Todd: The Demon Barber of three other films received two
additions, decks
Hauling clean up junk. Fleet Street."
prizes, with the tragic romance
Yet no one film gained criti- "Atonement" winning the top
Garage, yards,
buildings
cal momentum that might set it honor for best drama, plus the
Prompt dependable
ahead of the pack for the Globe for musical score.
Free estimates
Academy Awards on Feb. 24,
The crime saga "No Country
35 yrs experience
and a compressed Globes show for Old Men" came away with
Anytime 753-9210
highlighted what a joyless the screenplay award for writerawards season this is for directors Ethan and Joen Coen
ALL Carpentry
Additions. Water & Hollywood.
and the supporting-actor Globe
Termite
The two-month-old strike by for Javier Bardem, who offers a
Damage,
Decks & Mobile Home the Writers Guild of America chilling performance as
a killer
Repair Larry Nimmo scuttled the big celebrity bash at tracking
a fortune in wayward
227-0587, 753-0353
the 65th annual Globes, which drug money.
were replaced by a bizarre and
APPUANCE REPAIR
The other double winner was
SERVICE & PARTS speedy news conference to "The Diving Bell and the
(270) 293-8726 OR announce recipients, without Butterfly," which received the
any winners around to gush their directing prize for Julian
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
thanks.
Schnabel and the foreign-lan"I wish circumstance would guage film honor.
BACKHOE &
allow me to be there," Cate
TRUCKING
Coming into the evening, the
Blarichett, who won the support- awards season was blurry
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel, ing-actress prize for the Bob enough, lacking any of the frontwhile rock
Dylan tale "I'm Not There," said runners that usually emerge in
436-2113
in a statement.
key categories.
Dozer work & Track
With the Globes left in shamThe Globes did virtually
hoe
bles, everyone in Hollywood nothing to sort out the Oscar picwas left wondering if the same ture, with the main prizes up for
BEECHER'S
Handyman Service
fate might befall the town's big grabs among "Atonement." "No
Odd lobs. Free estiprizes come Oscar night on Feb. Country for Old Men" and other
mates (270)762-0910
24.
critical favorites such as "There
"I,just hope this whole thing Will Be Blood" and "Michael
DIXON COMPUTER
gets cleared up before the Clayton."
.0111_!SECTION
Academy Awards, because it
A historical epic set in
,itiputcr I'r,,blui,is Stilt,
would really be a tragedy if a California's oil-boom days
of
II
er hosier's,
similar fate transpired for them," the early 20th century, "There
said Richard Zanuck, producer Will Be Blood" earned
270-227-1087
Daniel
of "Sweeney Todd," which won Day-Lewis the Globe for dra1\1,111(11kt
the Globe for best musical or matic actor.
NADEAU'S - comedy.
Other winners included
Construction
"Sweeney Todd" also earned Marion Cotillard, best musical
*Flooring *Decks
Johnny Depp the Globe for best or comedy actress for the Edith
*Vinyl siding *All
actor in a musical or comedy for Piaf saga "La Vie En
Home Improvements
Rose";
his title role as the bloody barber Julie Christie, best dramati
(270)978-2111
c
who slits the throats of cus- actress for the Alzheimer's
Licensedansured
tomers in his quest for drama "Away From Her"; Pearl
CREATIVE vengeance.
Jam's Eddie Vedder, best origiIRUILIDINC
Normally
one
of nal song for "Guaranteed," from
m,la] buildings, home Hollywood's brightes
t nights, Sean Penn's road drama "Into
additions. remodeling,
with stars carousing into the wee the Wild"; and the rodent tale
tiny) siding, hardwood
hours, the Globes this year "Ratatouille," best animated
fliionng, concrete
Affordable rates
became a mild curiosity as TV film.
474-8555

DAVIS Handyworks.
Small home repairs,
garages. siding, windows and doors, roofing No lob loo small
(270)227-9484

Noresappe

raellieline Blvar

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY for
Tuesday, Jan. 15, 2008:
This year you are a source of
endless ideas that could serve to
ONJ HANDYMAN
build your security. Your properWe do all the odd lobs
you don't have time:, ty or family businesses could
succeed, while others might not
for
Painting, siding. roofs,
be as fortunate. If you think a lot
decks
is going on with either you or
293-5438
others, slow down. This year is
FuTRELL S Tree
the beginning of a new luck or
Service
life cycle. Christen it well. If you
Trimming,
removal. are single, you could meet
somestump grinding fireone very special this year. Don't
wood Insured
rush the development of this
489-2839
relationship. If you are attached,
spend more time developing the
%/V v,1 I
MANAGEMI \ I type of bond you desire. A new
home could become a possibility
• week 1,
no
matter what your status.
•
.,.•.iicdroperated
TAURUS makes you laugh.
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
The Stars Show the Kind of
Hamilton (;ranite Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic,
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
64 Marble
I -Difficult
3301 St. Rt 121N,
753-8087
ARIES (March 21 -April 19)
**** You are likely to react to

JOE'S JOBS

' 1144 •

',41

MITAL OF
MURRAY
t" Continuous Gutters,
Garage Door Service

Repair
Owner Greg
(270) 293-8416
NEED HELP?
Handyman Services.
All remodeling.
No pob too mai
Free estimates.

(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511

ROOF
LEAKING?
proti•

SIMMONS'S
Carpentry
Handyman Work Free
estimates
270-519-8570
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service_ Free estimates Phone
436-2582. 227-0267
TRENCHING
731-782-n51
731-336-5288

Mures

Speedy Golden Globes held

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc.
Insured.

I \TM! III al
III It 1 Ill 1 11 1

114.• WAN/.

119 E Main
•••••-•-••
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
1121al*Property
9am -4pm P4-F [

/vial Ifinpeng Opportunity

***OWNER
FINANCE*"
No Credit Check'
Completely
redone.
2138 IBA singles's*
water hew, easy boat
ramp access Nice
covered deck 213
PtiTIOSO.
„New
Concord
$2900
down $4450 month
Call 753-2222

oIi turt.lwr 41.4,14JFICY wroth hr
I I,IUsitIlt Ads..rt.ns rrquift.
.'flints.
I tout,.
44.11r l' ‘111Arn
'

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

Call (270)437-4113

"'OWNER
FINANCE***
No Credit Check, 308
2 bath doublemde in
Puryear Only 4 years
old
Large
deck
53.500 down. $495
month. Call Ruth'.
(270)753-2222

nth hao,

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Criminal history check required

I

perNott, Art herrbt oil, •
that AR dwelling,adurrinco
aielaetr on Sr equal ow.,

Storage Rolls

NO CREDIT CHECK,

rat.

Alit Estes

3BR 28A. all appliMar., it'd,a Imes I.,
ances, Ca-VA, in Hazel,
titwAgni Act
$525.
references, • tt-At
deposit, no pets
I
270-753-1059
,
11,1
4138, CM/A. bordering
hri,LJ11011
Iks i•c•.csi ,on rAtt..
campus, newly remodgo.,
nAnJw
eled 436-5085,
Ill, Of flialtlf611 OfIgIft ix
• it.' inair- an) such pf. •
761-6040
drw.rvl
rw,wi
LARGE 3-4 bedroom
studio apt on campus
in tiltrrntAl tO atl,ef.
above Bradley Book
ol mai
bA...1 vit tat..
Company Available
Add it. Ai i,, tho,A,
• '•
urwki irder&I
January 8th, $550/mo
no pets l270)293-4602
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whatever pops in your head
Evaluate more carefully, especially if you hit a roadblock. You
will experience many opportunities this year Don't worry if every
single one doesn't pan out.
Tonight: Pay a bill Of two.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Though you could be a
touch more reticent than usual.
you might want to make plans
that assume you will be willing to
take a stand Your perceptions,
leadership and presence will be
in demand soon enough
Tonight. Nap and then decide
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Zoom in and take a
stand Your ability to integrate
information could take you in
many
different
directions
Realize that others demand that
you take a strong stand. If you're
wanting to lead, you must represent their ideals. Tonight Ask
yourself what you realty want.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** How you deal with someone could change dramatically in
the next few days Your vision
and ideas about what is possible
could
change
radically

Someone often challenges you
Listen to this person's perspective. Tonight A must appearance

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Take an overview, and
you will be far more content.
Your ability to look past the obvious defines your actions. Others
often adrnire your perspective
and mind-set. Be irdllIng to take a
leap of faith. Trust yourself.
Tonight: Relax your mind, be It
surfing the Net or listening to
music.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Work individually with
others. You might not need to
have all the answers. Look at all
the possible ramifications and
end results, no matter how farfetched. New doors open up out
of the blue. Your creativity soars
as the day ages. Tonight: In the
whirlwind of life.
UBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22)
**** You and a partner alternate between differing and acting like a duo. Though both
approaches bring results, they
reflect what you are picking up
on from others. Manipulations
might not work, but understanding will draw responses. Tonight:
Know where someone is coming
from,
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Listen to new ideas and
let others particiilate in a project
too. The more energy that swirls
around, though initially appearing chaotic, the more it infuses
energy into your ideas and
plans. Don't close yourself off,
but rather open up. Tonight:
Invitations and calls come in late.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** Your ideas pop up from
Out of left field. Your ability to
understand what is going on
comes through. Your willingness
to see the problem in a situation
helps you face facts. Realize
when you have had enough and
walk away
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Anchor in on basics. no
matter what might be going on.
Sometimes it is difficult to
resolve a problem or come up
with answers when others challenge you or you are a bit Overwhelmed. Tonight: Go for some

R and R.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Ask all the necessary

questions to get answers that
have been long overdue Your
current perspective might no
longer work for you. You might
want to center yourself before
answering Tonight. Clear your
desk and answer messages
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Tally up expenditures
before saying yes to an idea or a
new venture. You could be overwhelmed by all you hear later.
Take some quiet time to sort
through reality. It you are on top
of your game, the results will
Clemonstrate that.

BORN TODAY
Civil-rights leader Martin Luther
King Jr. (1929), actor Lloyd
Bridges (1913) shipping tycoon
Aristotie Onassis(1908)
Jacquelin* Diger Is on the
Internet at littp://www.jecquelinebiger.corn.
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What makes one
an alcoholic?

Births reported include a boy
10 years ago
Published is a picture of Ger- to Mr. and Mrs. Danny Dunn.
your friend's problem drink
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have
able to conald Ray. employee of Ellis Pop- Jan. 6.
DEAR ABBY: After 30 years it makes the addict
ing.
who
friend
male
r-old
a 44-yea
self-destructive
40 years ago
corn, unloading 18,000 pounds of
as a widow, I married a won- tinue his/her
You also indicate your friend
drinks at least six beers a day.
Byron acts
Another six inches of snow
popcorn for storage and cleaning
gende, caring man. The behavior. The reason
derful,
has not been to a doctor in
drunk,
or
loud
gets
it
never
He
because
is
a the company's silos in Murray. fell in Murray and Calloway Coundoes
problem is his son, 'Byron.' the way he
you have known
but I feel he is an alcoholic. the 12 years
The photo was by Staff Photog- ty starting about 4:30 p.m. on
has always worked.
is a 50-year-old druggie
Byron
he's a bit over- ,
,
dropped
Frankly
him.
is
mercury
the
13
and
soda
Jan.
rapher Bernard Kane.
He prefers beer when
Believe it or not, your huswho doesn't work and sponges
s due at this stage. You say he.
excuse
'The City of Murray issued 119 to 21 above zero. All schools in
makes
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and
now
le
right
availab
help
needs
off his father by making prom- band
will not listen to you, so this
building permits in 1997, repre- the city and county are closed. Elecas to why he
much as -- or more than -- his
ises he never keeps.
tric power was interrupted for over
s a challenge._ Explain ,
senting $19 million in new and
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find
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forband
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during the year.
his beverage tion of alcohol can lead to
Anon Family Groups, a suphim
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Births reported include a girl
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of choice. high blood pressure readings,
port group founded in 1967
and
over
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time period.
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COMICS / FEATURES
Stepson's drug addiction
may be the death of his dad

DON'T
PAY ANY
ATTENTION
TO MEM
TNEY'RE JOST
8E046 ROPE'

PIP YOU JUBT
WALK INTO MY
MIRROR,

I RAVE 1,
4
NO (PEA
WHAT YOU'RE
TALKING
ABOUT

1 Float along
4 Developed
9 Copy
a cAssette
12 Blow away
13 Gathered
leaves
14 "Down under"
bird
15 Heavy hammer
17 Car safety
device (2 wds )
19 Ski instructor
20 Web-footed
animal
21 Submit
23 Computer dept
24 — kebab
27 Crumple up
28 Viking name
30 This senora
31 Peoria loc
32 Energy source
34 Hrt or Gore
35 Half-moon tide
37 B eathing
o gan

38 — vous plait
39 Clutch
41 Extra hrs
42 Unopened
flowers
43 Trojan War
cause
45 Wheel part
46 Lured
48 Gentle
51 Lodging place
52 Singer
— Lennox
54 Gross!
55 Judicial order
56 Dinner starter
57 I to Nero
DOWN
Univ. degrees
It gives a hoot
Honked
Cornstarch
brand
5 — Dawn Chong
6 All right
7 Musical chairs
goal

1
2
3
4

Answer to Previous Puzzle
QUOIRY ORO MCIal
AL I
UNDUE PEA
S
ATE
EST
AT MC
SIT HONEST
VET TORE
HERB
REED TUDOR
THROMN MONDER
ABATE Y I PE
MOTH CAD DAFT
EVOKED JOY
HATRACK YO AK
AGA MOE EAGLE
PAD DROSS
HE
1-14 C 2008 United Feature Syndicate. Inc
8 Fixes fi manuscript
9 Rubble
10 'Pulp Fiction"
name
11 Wiretap

MEM EMMEN WM
MUM MOM ME
MUM= MEM=
MEM MEM=
MOM ME EMMEM
MI MEd AMEN
ME AMMINIMM NM
Md. MMINI
MEM MIN AIM
MINIM AMM
MEM= Millild
MOM =MEM MEM
MEM MIME MIN

16 Thirsty
18 Change
the length
20 Two cents
worth
21 Unpaid
22 Harvest
machine
23 Wind
resistance
25 Conservative
26 Foyers
28 Urn's cousin
29 Plaid garment
32 Disturb
33 Appliance-tag
letters
36 Exclaiming
over
38 Overpower
40 Earnest
requests
42 Hamburger
need
44 Ms Ferber
45 Take advice
46 Humongous
47 Santa —
winds
48 Pablo's aunt
49 Poached item
50 Greek P
53 Dodgers org
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TIM
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2007
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2007
2008
2008
2008
2007
2008
2007
2008
2008
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2008
2008

r

MAKE/MODEL
Chevrolet Aveo
Chevrolet Cobalt
Chevrolet Colorado Reg. Cab
Chevrolet Cobalt
Chevrolet Cobalt
Chevrolet Cobalt
Pontiac G6 Sedan
Chevrolet Cobalt LT
Chevrolet Silverado Reg. Cab
Chevrolet HHR LS
Chevrolet HR IS
Chevrolet Cobalt
Chevrolet Colorado Ext 2W0
GMC Sierra Reg. Cab
Pontiac Grand Prix
Chevrolet Colorado Crew Cab 2 WD
Chevrolet Impala LS
Chevrolet Impala IT
Pontiac Grand Prix
Chevrolet HHR LT
Pontiac Grand Prix
Pontiac Torrent FWD
Chevrolet HHR IT
GMC Sierra 2500 Reg. Cab W/T
Chevrolet Silverado 2500 2VVD W/T
Chevrolet Silverado 3500 Chassis
GMC Sierra 1500 Crew 2WD W/T
GMC Sierra 2500 Reg. Cab 2/1 2W0
GMC Savana 1 500 Work Van
Pontiac Torrent FWD

4;7
NIMEICAN

CQ1.01
Silver
Silver
White
Red/Black
Silver/Blue
Red
White
Blue
Silver
Silver/Black
Red
Red
Red
Red
Gray
Silver
Gold
White
Silver
Black
White
Silver
Black
White
White
White
White
White
White
Gray

Zero
Down

MAR
$13,840
$15,255
$15,195
$15,675
$16,505
$17,255
$18,595
518,170
$20,265
$18,485
$18,525
$19,215
$21,395
$22,035
$22,510
$22,070
$22,040
$22,980
$23,545
$22,575
$25,115
$25,465
$23,680
$26,340
$26,340
$27,235
$27,665
$26,340
$25,055
$27,550

SALL
$13,429
$13,549
$13,599
$13,909
t15,294
15,369
$15,6;$16,8
$17,400
$1 7,171
$17,208
$17,8ri $17,b
$1 8,`4
$19,24
$19,384
$19,61,$19 •
$19,9 )1
$20,478
$20,810
$21,286
$21,359
$21,468
$21,468
t22,079
22,298
$22,381
$22,124
$23,094
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YLAK

Pontiac Lacrosse CX
Chevrolet Silverado 1500 2W0 Ext. Cab
Chevrolet Colorado Crew 4WD
Chevrolet Silverado 2500 Reg. Cab 4W0
GMC Sierra 1500 2W0 Ext. Cab 3SA
GMC Sierra 2500 2W0 Ext. Cab 3SA
GMC Envoy 4WD SLE
Chevrolet Silverado 3500 2W0 W Flat Bed
Chevrolet Equinox LIZ
Pontiac Solstice
Pontiac Solstice
Chevrolet Equinox FWD Sport
GMC Sierra 1500 2WD Ext. Cab 3S8
Buick Lucerne CXL
Pontiac Solstice
GMC Sierra 1500 4W0 Crew 3SA
Chevrolet Impala S5
Chevrolet Impala SS
Buick Lucerne CXL
Pontiac Solstice GXP
Buick Lucerne CXL
GMC Sierra 2500 HD 4W1) Ext
GMC Silverado 3500 4W0 Chassis
Buick Lucerne CXS
GMC Yukon XS SIT 2 4 WD
Chevrolet Avalant he 4W1) LT
Chevrolet Avalanche 4W0 LT
Chevrolet Suburban 4 WD IT
GMC Yukon Denali AWD

MAKEimoou

170716
111085
143327
588519
108180
102101
138013
542090
057758
112786
112995
062253
102524
1203535
111846
585492
214052
277786
142829
113497
134989
577474
584167
147552
r
113184
106864
160843
108264
144419

srocK.4

Black
Red
Black
White
White
Red
White
White
Teal
Black
Silver
Black
Black
Red
Gray
Red
Black
Black
Gold
Black
Sharkskin
Silver
White
White
Black
Gras
Red
lilac k
White

CMOS

iii

PAYMENT

2008
2008
2008
2007
2008
2008
2008
2007
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2007
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2007
2007
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008

1-- fin"
"

262.69
265.04
266.02
272.011
299.17
300.64
306.27
330.14
340.37
335.09
336.61
340.29
349.0
369.71
376.42
383.09
384.72
389.27
390.25
.58
7.07
16.39
17.81
19.95
19.95
31.90
36.18
37.81
$438.78
$451.75

‘
6 44.
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h.r".

aft/

rU,

min

• pna

after GM

rrnatc P.•rnent• 1,
...n1

,
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MAE
$25,495
$28,380
$26,955
$29,335
$29,240
$29,240
$30,050
$26,935
$28,540
$27,040
$27,100
$29,675
$31,550
$31,135
$28,935
$33,825
$31,010
$31,800
$32,635
$31,330
$34,715
$36,130
$38,940
$41,380
146,620
$48,815
$48,915
$55,080
$56,450

'sales

Alt

660347
$745.57
$717.17
$110.61
6041.97
$916.84
1991.43

r_A_YWLslir

$.544.39

6529.61
$535.117
039.41
$541.43
6560.91
$5111.19
$5112-93
65117.61

=LW

$54231
$501.65
$54111.511

$49733

$49037
$092.95

$4112.511

$459.69
6467.79
$449.73
$474113
$402.51

$23,500
$23,914
$24,014
$24,233
$24,670
$24,670
$25,099
$25,204)
$25,434
$25,689
$25,747
$25,995
$26,733
$27,074
$27,394
$27,571
$27,699
$28,674
$29,660
$29,804)
$30,019
$30,186
$30,860
518,114
$40,281
$41,439
$43,400
$46,829
$50,785

4.1: and titkmt
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CHEVROLET-BUICK-PONTIAC-GMC-CADILLAC

mut*. I,.pnni

2008 Chevrolet HHR IS
Stk t528741 - Sand
MSRP $18,485
SALE S16,41-,

IRS

2008 Chevrolet Aveo
Stk 1061701 - Red
MSRP $13,470
SALE 51 1,069

0

P.

2008 Pontiac Torrent FWD
Stk. 1008755 - Silver
MSRP $26,510
SALE $22,264

Payment $435.52

BUICK

Payment $369.71

2008 GMC Sierra Reg. Cab
Stk 1102088 - Gray
MSRP $22,035
SAIl ¶18.900

Payment $321.38

•

Payment $255.65

AIM>

2008 Buick Lacrosse CX
Stk :234971 - White
MSRP $23,480
SAIl S20 17'

6.49"„ APR
60 /Mos.

Payment $394.69
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Hwy_ 641 S.• Murray •(270) 753-2617

Showroom Hours: 8 a.m. - 6 p.m., Mon. - Fri.•8 a.m. - 5 p.m., Sat •
Service Dept. Hours: 7 a.m. - 5:30 P.m.. mom -- Fri. • Fax:(270)753-1629• www.dwaintaytorchevrolet.com • e-mail address. shapilsedwaintaytor.corn

Payment

STOCK 4
125106
168613
138104
130917
169181
174026
115636
168048
604038
580920
589632
169459
102603
100139
178028
147460
226113
277793
224182
600598
125103
038564
600598
537976
535753
595696
526074
537976
103893
007188

REVOLUTION GMC
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